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EXCITING COLLEGE
BOAT RACES
Harvard and Yale Crews
Contest on the Thames.
PRESIDENT

TO

VACATION

He Will Visit His Home at Oyster Bay,
New York

3--

PRESIDENTIAL VACATION.
President

Roosevelt and Family Will
to Oyster Bay.
Washington, June 26. The presl- dent was busy today getting official
business In shape so that he can leave
Washington tomorrow for his annual
vacation. There were a number of
callers during the day, but the most of
them merely desired to pay their respects to the president before his departure. The members of the diplomatic corps have scattered for the
summer and official business at the
capital has reached the stagnant stage
which characterizes it during the summer months. Aside from the postof-flc- e
investigation now in progress and
the Panama canal treaty, about which
nothing can be done for the present,
there are no public questions of great
importance to occupy the attention of
Mr. Roosevelt and he is left free to
enjoy his vacation with his family in
the simple fashion that has become
his custom. According to present arrangements he will leave Washington
early tomorrow morning and reach his
home at Oyster Hay about 5 o'clock
tomorrow afternoon.
Go

Warm Welcome for Roosevelt.
Oyster Bay, L. I., June 25. The citi
zens of Oyster Bay have completed
arrangements to give to the president
an enthusiastic home coming tomorrow.
When the president reaches
loag Island City he will be met by a
committee, which will escort him un
til he reaches Sagamore Hill. The
school children of Oyster Bay are to
form two lines, and the president Is to
ride through while the children wave
American flags and sing patriotic
songs. Audrey avenue, the main street,

Arkansas Rivet
Rising In Kansas
X
Sterling. Kan.,
The
June

25

Arkansas river here is bank full
and rising. Two and nine-six- X teenths Inches of rain fell yester- day. W. J. Harrison, a farmer.
living two miles northwestof this
X city, was killed by lightning.

X
X
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when his associates rallied to his assistance, and after a desperate battle
in which mosquitoes were killed by
the wholesale Harry was Anally rescued. The boys are suffering the after
results of many bites today, and each
one nroolftinm In straight words that
they will not go swimming until the
"swampy varmints" disappear.

of men have been working there the
past week with a pile driver, making
an heroic effort to break the current
Slag has bean hauled from Socorro
and used as riprap and ballast. A
Banker Rayncids is Whipped second work train, heretofore engaged
with the Rio Grande and other streams
by Fighting Editor.
north of this city, left here this forenoon for the tcene of devastation and
ill assUt In checking and quelling the
NORTH
TOPEKA AGAIN FLOODED Rio Grande at that place. The El Paso
Albuquerque
trains, running both
ways, are being sent around over the
Aged Pontiff in Very Feeble Physical Southern Pacific tracks by way of
Doming.
This deviation of the usual
Condition.
routine costs the Santa Fe In the
neighborhood of $75 per train.

n
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PETITION TO THE CZAR.
for
Roosevelt Intercede
Russian Jews.
Washington, June 25.
President
Roosevelt has decided to transmit to
the Russian government a petition presented to him by the executive council
of the B'nal B'rlth regarding the treatment of Jews in Russia.
This action has been taken after
mature consideration. At first it was
decided that the petition would not
be presented because It might lie resented by the Russian government and
lead to a response that would cause
a break In the .relations of the two
countries. What the result will be is
problematical.

Base Ball Quarrel

Ends With Killing

lene-dictio-

n

PACIFIC CABLE

NEARLY DONE

President Roosevelt Will
Send First Message.
KING EDWARD CELEBRATES BIRTHDAY

Emperor William Pleased With American
War Vessels.

President

A telegram was received this morning by O. W. Strong's Sons from Jas.
Prior, of leadvllle, Colo., giving orders
to bury Thomas Prior and he would
telegraph money. The dead man's effects will be sent to the Leadvllle man.
No information Is volunteered as to
who Thomas Prior was or what relation he bore to the Leadvllle Prior,
who seems to le mum on the subject.

ISLETA

KILLING.

-
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EXCITEDVILLAGE

Mrs. Calvin Whiting Better.
Whiting has received anCharles
A
other letter from his brother. Calvin
Whiting, regarding the condition of
the latter's wife, who was stricken
with paralysis a short time ago. The PRESIDENT SENDS PETITION T3 CZAR
second letter gives the good news that
Mrs. Whiting Is somewhat Improved,
X
Special to The Citizen.
but still critical, although she Is able
Is ling elaliorately decorated.
Las Vegas. June 25'. Alter the X
Here to speak a little. Her brother, who Is
It has leen arranged to have the presi- a physician. Is with her, and has ren- X news reaehtal town that the In- - X
dent unveil a civil war gun, which has dered valuable help. The Whitings, X sane asylum investigating com- - X
been presented to the town by the as stated previously In The Citizen, X mission had disagreed the defend- - X
government.
reside at Deadwood, S. D., where Mr. X ants were uncontrollable and X
Whiting is the manager of the Equita- X sought to take revenge on the X
Marks Site of Battle of Queenston.
X Advertiser.
Jefferson Raynolds, X
ble Life Assurance society.
Buffalo, N. Y., June 25. At Lewis-toX president, of the loard of regents, X
today there was unveiled with InX of the asylum, and president of X
OPERA HOUSE CHAIRS.
teresting ceremonies a tablet erected
X the First National lank, lu com- - X
to mark the site where General Win-fiel- Chairs With a Mahogany Finish and X pany with Marcus Brunswick, X
Partially Upholstered Ordered for X
Scott planted a bait...- - at the
another member of the lioard, X
Elks' Opera House.
opening of the battle o. uueenston.
X went to the Advertiser office and X
J. H. Megrew, a representative of X
October 13, 1812. The tablet was
asked Editor Lyon If he said that X
Centennial School Supply company X Raynolds
the
erected by the Niagara Frontier Landhad tried to bribe him X
mark association, and the unveiling of Denver, who has been in the city X for $500. Lyon said he did not X
was performed by descendants of Ma- several days, has sold the Elks some X mention the amounts stated, but X
jor Benjamin Barton, who owned the nine hundred opera chairs.
X said Raynolds had tried to In flu- - X
The chair Is a better one than the X
land on which the battle was fought.
ence the paper for a consldera- - X
ordinary one that Is found in most X
tion and threatened the paper a X
play houses. It has mahogany finish
Commercial Travelers Meet.
X lioycott If it opposed him. Lyon X
Columbus, O., June 25. The annual and part of the back is upholstered X also accused Raynolds of clrcu- - X
session of the supreme conncil of the with a green leather cover. It Is a very X latlng stories about Rodey and X
United Commercial Travelers began pretty chair and will add greatly to X Duncan In the postofflce fight. X
here today. Supreme Counselor Ed the good looks of the theater. The X He said that Raynolds was too X
ward T. Mallory, of Chicago, presided. chairs are to be delivered within sixty X cowardly to stand for his own as- - X
The order, established fifteen years days.
X sort Ions.
X
ago, has 20,000 members. The reports
X
Raynolds assaulted Lyons while X
to be submitted to the present conGUT OFF DOG'S EAR.
X he was sitting down. Lyon, arose X
vention show the affairs to be in a
X and gave Raynolds
X
flourishing condition, both numerically
bleed- - X
X trouncing, and ne.i6
and financially. Nearly one hundred The Cruel Act of an Albuquerque X lng and bruised from the office.
X
delegates are present,
representing
X
It is rumored that Tipton's and X
many states and several provinces of
X Raynolds' sons are looking for X
Colored Man.
Canada.
X Lyon and swearing vengeance.
X
X
An indignation meeting is form- - X
Sale of Lions and Lambs.
A BRUTE'S MEAN TRICK.
X lng against the asylum manage- - X
New York, June 25. A snug sum
X ment.
X
was realized for the city treasury to
generally
X
X
Citizens
denounce
the
A few evenings ago a little girl was
day at the auction sale of sulplus an
X attack on Lyon and believe the X
promenading
depot
platform
on
the
imals of the Central Park menagerie.
X assault was premeditated. An lm- - X
The animals disposed of included a followed by her little dog. It was at a X mens Indignation meeting will X
lioness, 4 years old, that was born in time when several trains had just ar X be held shortly. The Optic has X
the menagerie; another lioness, 6 rived and in consequence quite X assaulted all the witnesses for X
years old; a bull buffalo, two zebus, or a crowd were mingling together X
the plaintiff, including the mem- - X
walk.
The colored
the
sacred cattle of India, and Beven Dor- along
X ber of the commission who op X
set ewes and twelve Dorset ram lambs. man in question was also there X posed efforts to exonorate.
X
The flock of park sheep yielded 440 and he was noticed whittling a
Suddenly,
piece
as
if
the
of leather.
pounds of fleece at the spring shearing
demon had Inspired him, he snatched
and this was also auctioned off.
AGED PONTIFF.
the little dog from the walk, and with
one swipe of his sharp pen knife clip He Is Nearing the End of a Wonderful
Life.
ped off one of the ears of the little dog,
Rome, June 25. The public consist
blood spurting from the wound in all
Paonia, Colo., June 25. As a re- directions. The dog ran through the ory, postponed from June 18, was held
sult of a quarrel during a base ball crowd, yelping at every leap, while today with pomp and additional intergame last Sunday Joe Carlo stabbed the
little girl stood by and cried as if est and reverence, for In spite of reasand instantly killed Glen Davis, at her heart would break. Passengers suring news concerning the pope's
this place, last night. The murderer crowded around the negro and threats health, many believe that this will
escaped and Is still at large. Noth- of throwing the heartless brute under- be the last consistory under Ieo XIII.
ing is known of Davis', his home or neath the wheels were heard, when The assemblage gazed at the venerrelatives, and Carlo came here only a Constable Smith squeezed himself able pontiff with intense curiosity and
few weeks ago from Missouri. Carlo through
the crowd and took posses- there was redoubled enthusiasm in
Is 24 years old and was employed In
sion of the brute. He was hustled In- cries of "Ixmg Live Leo." He looked
a butcher shop. Davis was only 16 to the presence of
Justice of the Peace a little more waxlike, a little more
years old.
Borchert and was- - asked why he cut bowed, his voice was somewhat thinoff the dog's ear, to which he gave ner and it was evident that his attend
They Have Met Friends.
an answer that "cause he Just like to." ants were anxious. The pojw? smiled
Llewellyn Lewis and wife, who are
He was asked if he would like to have while he blessed the crowds as they
In the city from their home on the uphis own ear cut off, and he replied passed. In fact, at times, he tried to
per Pecos, will probably remain here
"that was another thing." Judge Bor rise so as lx'tter to Impart his
until after July 4. Today, Mr. Lew
and it was only when be dechert told the fellow that he could see
who is a Kentuckian,
met several no difference between a dog's ear and scended from the sedia Jcstatorla that
friends
from that ' commonwealth a human brute's ear, especially in
this his extreme weakness was apparent.
among whom were Attorney Nelll B case,
and after giving the fellow a
Field, A. A. Trimble and W. T. Ma thoroughly good
THE MESQUITE
lecture he fined him
WASHOUT.
Crelght. The lather of Mr. Lewis is $5 and
costs.
one of the largest and wealthiest dry
goods merchants of lxuisvllle, known
TOPEKA FLOODED.
The Worse Yet on the Rio Grande
as the John T. lxwls Dry Goods com
pany, and at present the senior Lewis The City Having More Than Its Share
Division of the Santa Fe.
and wife are sojourning in southern
of Water.
California. They were in the Southern
Topeka, June 25. A rain so tremen
Pacific wreck near San Bernardino re- dous in volume that it was practically
CONDITIONS AS REPORTED.
cently and the wife and mother was a cloudburst fell over Topeka about
quite badly injured. She Is now re midnight last night. A numlx-- r of res
D. E. Cain, superintendent
ported much better, and, with Mr, ldents. In Topeka were compelled to
of the
Lewis, expects soon to return to leave their homes and flee to higher western grand division of the Santa
Louisville. IJewellyn Lewis and wife, ground, while a few of the smaller Fe, with headquarters at La Junta,
on leaving this city, will return to houses were washed from their foun was In the city yesterday and left last
the Pecos, and thence to Los Angeles, dationa.
Soldier creek, which was night for the scene of the washout
where they will spend the summer.
such a factor In destroying North To- near Mexqulte station on the Rio
peka recently, came up with a rush Grande division. The washout there is
A Mosquito Story,
and Is today flowing over Kansas ave leported to be the most extensive the
Yesterday afternoon half a dozen nue bridge. The Kaw
Santa Fe has experienced in New Mex
Is also rising,
boys went down to the river, In the v
ico during the recent period of floods
clnity of the old town bridge, and took
Mrs. O. C. Watson and daughter, Al- About 900 feet of the grade Is washed
a bath In the muddy waters. In that ice, of Santa Fe, are in the city, and and crumbled away, and the current
neighborhood mosquitoes are thicker will remain several days visiting with of the river Is running across the track
than flies around a molasses barrel. Mrs. Watson's
parents,
Thomas lo two places. The damage is consld
and the boys toon found tuls fact out Hughes and wife.
erable. A work train and a large force

ENJOY

New London, June 25. The hundreds of devotees of college boat racing, who gathered In this little old
whaling town yesterday and last night
In anticipation of the annual contest
on the Thames between oarsmen of
Harvard and Yale, scheduled for today, awoke to find the conditions
weatherwise anything but encouragThough the early morning
ing.
brought with It a let up of rain, a
bleak wind blew out of the northeast
and the atmosphere was raw and penetrating. Blowing diagonally across
and down the river the wind bucked
the tide and kicked up a choppy sea.
Everyone agreed that unless late forenoon brought a change the regatta
would not materialize according to
schedule. Despite the forbidding aspect of the weather it was announced
at 8:30 o'clock that every effort would
be made to start the regetta at 11
o'clock, the scheduled hour. The day's
program called for the race between
'varsity fours from a start opposite
Oale'8 ferry, down stream to the navy
yard, a distance of two miles. This
N vm to be followed promptly by the
freshman race from the navy yard to
the railroad bridge. It was planned to
finish these two minor events before
noon and to start the big eights down
the river at 12:30 p. m.
The four oared crews started
promptly. Vale won by three lengths.
HarOfficial time: Yale, 10:59
vard, 11:10
Freshman race Yale won by two
lengths. Time: Yale, 9:40
Harvard, 9:46.
Yale wins 'Varsity race.

Farmer" says positively that a

lion mosquitoes ewarmed around Harry
Bohlman and were flying off with him

2.r

One

Indian Killed in a Row Last
Night at Indian Village.
ANOTHER

BADLY

BEATEN UP

The Indian village of Isleta was the
Bcene of a killing last night, the result
of a drunken row.
A party of Indians, among whom
were Jose Felipe Montoya, Louis Abol- tla and Magdalena Montoya, were
drinking wine at the house of a friend,
when the two Montoyas, (no relatives,) got into a bitter quarrel and
then went to fighting each other. Some
one fired a shot, and Jose Felipe Montoya keeled over dead, the bullet en
tering the head.
A brother of the dead man appeared,
and, on the advice of the governor of
the village, arrested Magdaleno Montoya.
A telephone message was sent to
the sheriff's office here, and Deputy
Sheriff Newcomer, who responded,
brought the prisoner to the county
jail on the delayed passenger train
this afternoon.
The Citizen representative called at
the Jail and had a talk with the prisoner. He says that he Is not the murderer, but that another Indian, named
Louis Abeltla. fired the pistol shot.
Montoya says that he and the dead
man were drunk, and got into a fight,
when Abeltla shot and killed bis assails ut. The prisoner's face shows
hard usage; both eyes are black and
blue, his upper lip swollen and badly
bruised, and there are half a dozen
bruises over his face and forehead.
As soon as witnesses can be secured
and brought to the city, the prisoner
will nave his preliminary hearing.
Quite a number of lady passengers,
who expected to go north yesterday,
did not go on account of the condition
of the single passenger coach, which
went on the stub train run In the event
that trains from the west were extra
ordinarily late. The train from the
south arrived shortly after noon and
the stub left alout 1 o'clock. Some
twenty laborers were on board.
F. W. Blaokwell, of New York, Is in
the Duke city. He Is chief engineer

of the General Electric company, and
Is here to testify in the Cochitl Gold
mining case. A. S. .iark, chief audit
or of the same company, Is here also.
No one would think that we have
had rain to look at our roads and
lawns. The fact of It Is that we need
I
more rains.

none of the land grants appeared
among the tax schedules. After advising with Frank W. Clancy, Esq., district attorney, the members of the
board employed Mr. Perea to collect
for them all possible Information
taxable property In the county and submit such to the board at a
special meeting to be held July 3, 1903.
for action and assessment. Mr. Perea
has been diligently at work and will
King Edward's Birthday.
be able to report taxable property to
London, June 25. The birthday of the amount of several hundreds of
King Edward, who was born Novem- thousands of dollars for the attention
ber 9, 1841, was officially celebrated end action by the board at Its meeting
today, it having been decided, as an- July 3 coming.
nounced In the London Gazette some
time since, that his majesty's natal
BASE BALL.
day was to be observed In London and
on the home stations oh June 26, this The Browns, Under Manager W. L.
Harris, Will Cross Bats Sunday..
being the anniversary of his coronaWith the Old Town Tigers.
tion and altogether a more suitable
Manager W. L. Harris of the Browns
time for a military display than in November. On the other hand, as was is going to be the right man In the
the case last year, foreign stations will right place, and Albuquerque is going
celebrate It on November 9, the actual to see some base ball games this summer. The base ball public here Is a
anniversary of his majesty's birth.
large one and will give liberal support
EMPEROR PRAISES.
to a first class team. This Is what
..i&UAger Hsrrio propu ".. t uirr. " '""
SuncS.v
afturnootii m 8:5 the
lUowi.
Obi 7 '"4 '
Slid
t y ill pliy
.r
f lml' t
h to j n
dK.v.oi'd
grounds,
th
the
tlr
:i
today, sirs, uilir Mm I iixl a i,fK d
irebfi-i- t
' '".it-"- '
n
';,ay
cuuditivJii 1 fudna your
i;
Lai
from the start to the finish. Let ns
ship," said Emperor William in parting hope a good man
will be put In to
with Admiral Cotton on board the umpire. That Is an
essential thing
Kearsarge today, after he had spent an
and without it dissatisfaction is the re
hour and a half looking over the bat- sult to the players as well as to
those
tleship as thoroughly as any naval who pay to see
game.
the
Inspector could have done, working
Already Manager Harris has written
turrets, examining the quarters of the letters to Demlng, El Paso, Trinidad.
men, looking at the food in the galley Belen, Phoenix. WInslow,
Socorro.
and talking familiarly with gome of Santa Rita, Madrid, Santa Fe, W
the able seamen.
Hams, WInslow. Los Vegas, Fort
Miss Kittle O'Neal, a pleasant young Bayard and Stiver City, and he exlady who has been making Albuquer- pects to arrange games with some of
que her home the past four months, these teams.
left this afternoon for Leavenworth,
New Fire Apparatus.
Kansas.
The new fire apparatus has arrived
and will be tested this afternoon at the
corner of First street and Railroad
avenue. The Are committee. AlderChicago, June 25. The explosion men Hubbs, McKee and Harsch, will
of ammonia gas In the Citizens' be present.
Yesterday afternoon a
brewery early today wrecked the test was held at the corner of Gold
building and resulted In fatal injury to avenue which was in charge of Chief
Charles Brunke, night brewer, and Nash. The test was not what It ought
seriously Injuring Charles Howard, to have been, and so another test will
night engineer, and to Frank Fischer, take place this ofternoon.
night fireman. Several firemen were
Judge Bail Dead.
overcome by the fumes of the am
Judge John D. Bail, one of the oldest
monia. The damage was $150,000.
and best known residents of Grant
TAXABLE PROPERTY OMITTED. county, died at his home In Silver City
last Saturday morning. He was recogCounty Commissioners of Sandoval nized as one of the foremost lawyer
County Take Steps to Remedy De- of the territory, and held many posifects.
tions of trust during his life time. He
Abel E. Perea, Esq., of Bernalillo, was Grant county's first legislative
has spent several days this week in representative. He was an old soldier
town obtaining information concern
a veteran of two wars. He wag bora
ing taxable property located in the In Ross county, Ohio, July 4, 1835.
new county of Sandoval, says the SanMosquitoes Galore.
ta Fe New Mexican. He has done this
Residents of the valley have been
under and by direction of the board of
past while,
county commissioners of that county pestered deradfully the
by large numwater,
high
the
since
and is to report the Information gathmosquitoes. The presence of
ered by him to the board in special bers of
pond of dead water north of
large
the
pesslon on July 3, 1903. It seems that
no doubt, furnishes aa
which,
city,
the
at a regular meeting of the board of
breeding
place for them, la
excellent
county commissioners of that county
responsible.
partially
county
seat on the first Monday
at the
Gov. E. S. Stover sugests that coal
of the present month, the assessor, V.
oil
be poured over the water, which,
S. Miera, was not present, and that
bag
the board could get but little Informa- experiment greatbeen tried in various
success.
places
with
tion concerning the tax schedules for
A few gallons of oil would destroy a
the present year. A man by the name
stinging pests.
of Sllva was in charge of the assess- horde of the little
or's office, but he claimed that he was
not a deputy assessor. The board being unable to act as a board of assessments and equalization, adjourned for X Denver.Colo., June 25 William X
two weeks and cited the assessor to X Smith, alias "Cherokee Bill." an X
appear before it with all property tax X alleged bad man, has been gen-- X
schedules received by him. This was X tenced to five years hard labor In
done and the hoard found that a con- X Fort Leavenworth prison for rob- - X
siderable part of the taxable property X bing a postofflce. In the south partX
96
of the county had not been returned X of this state.
for assessment purposes, and that XXSXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Washington, June 25. On the morning of July Fourth President Roosevelt
Hill
will send from his Sagamore
home at Oyster Bay a message formally opening the Pacific cable to the
Philippine Islands. The message to
be transmitted will be one of greeting
and congratulations to Governor Taft.
The return message will be sent by
Governor Taft.
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Impossible for the railway companies
to secure the attendance of witnesses
other than those who may voluntarily
attend.
"The courts of Texa are a private
snap for some of the people of the adjoining territory and they come hundreds of miles to get away from the
scene of an accident, hoping o cinch
tat! ways that are doing more for tliis
litigants
city than all the
that conic to u? trn court.! of Texas."

The house of J Piernont Morgan
f,.rnihpH much of the British loan
fore say.
wnnt to nav the soldiers In the
"Those charged with safe keeping tw
war. and now he 1b arranging to
Hoer
precauof the young should use every
the monev to build a railway
furnish
tion and exert all their authority to
flermany
from Constantinople to
for
danprotect their charges against the
Gulf.
Persian
the
ger resulting from the use of toy pisg
tols, percussion caps and other
.Mexico Ie suro of four yeors more of
agencies. Death from tetanus
Diaz. He has Just been note
Cftcial
department
is most agonizing. The
repeats its Injunction of previous Stated by acclamation by the liberal
years: Do not bind or clone up any union convention for president, and
Fourth of July wound or any wound this means his election without
produced as such wounds are. I.ock-jaw- ,
or tetanus, is caused by a bacillus
The United States postofllee deor germ which exists plentifully in
street mire and especially in and partment In 1902 Issued domestic
around stables. It is inactive so long money orders amounting to over
and foreign amounting to nearas exposed to the air, but when carried beneath the skin and buried in ly $23,""0,tHi0.
the flesh, as in the wounds caused by
bits of percussion caps or by rusty
Cleveland put at rest
nails, and when the air in thus exclud- the current rumors that he desired
ed the germ is roused to activity and a renomlnatlon by declaring that unproduces the most virulent poison der no circumstances can he be con
known. This is the cause of lockjaw. sidered a candidate.
Have any Fourth of July wound, no
matter how apparently insignificant,
Rockefeller has grabbed up the Col
dressed by a doctor who will know orado Fuel and Iron company. The
how to cleanse it thoroughly and ap octopus is gradually absor'ni.i; the
ply the proper treatment to prevent earth and the price of o'l continually
the growth and activity of this bacillus Increases.
and the resulting lockjaw."

to be apprehended, and

there-

noise-makln-

union()label
of
official paper
bernalillo county
paper of
official city
of albuquerque
Aisuclsttfl Press Afternoon
Largest City and County
The Largest New Mexico
Largest Northern Arizona

Rrop.

Dlapatchee
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation

is falling at all points
north of here, snd you can look for a
fall at Albuquerque from now on. All
danger Is past for this season.
The alfalfa cutting has been delayed
somewhat on recount of the rains for
the past few days, but at present fine
weather prevails, and the first crop is
now all gathered hera. This win un- dunbtedly be n banner year for all
kinds of crops, as the spring rains has
been something unusual for this sec- tlon. There has been very little Irrl- gation done here this spring, as there
ha" Dfon Plenty of rain for growing
crops up to the pieaent.
Several of the farmers here are talk
Mm? of building and Improving their
farms all of which goes to snow mat
prosperity has struck this section of
New Mexico. The citizens of this place
are still on the warpath against An
anias Skinner and It would not be
healthy for him to ever pay a visit to
this section, as some say they have got
some feathers and chickens enough to
make out a covering for him If he
comes.
Crops are all looking well and the
prospects could not be much better.

$313,-iioo.Ihi- o

OopVa of this paper may be found on
at Washington In the office of our
IIS
special correspondent, K. Q. Blftgers,
street W. W.. Washington P. C.

Terma of Subscription.
Daily, by mail, one year, In ad$6.00
vance
60
Daily, by mail, one month
60
Daily, by carrier, one month
20
Dairy, by carrier, one week
S.C3
Weekly, by mall, one year
The Daily Citlsen will be delivered
ta the city at the low rate of 20 cent
per week, or for 60 cents per month,
when paid monthly. These rates are
During the last, ninety days of the
leu than those of any other dally pa- present fiscal year 6,109.000 acres of
yer In the territory.
government
land were filed upon
Increasing
ratio be' main
on
Should
this
favor
a
confer
win
UB8CRIBERS
The Citlsen by notifying na Immedi- tained between 25.000,000 and 30,000,- of the pa-- 000 of acres will be taken from the
ately of any
public doman the present fiscal year.
y

A Wife Says:

that the water

in comlnk to El Paso Is to make it
V.
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CITIZEN,

Do You Enjoy What You Eat?
If you don .. your food docs not do
you much good. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure

.;;,m,

" V hivi four children, Vith the first
three I luffercd almost unbearable paint from
I? In 14 fuuirm. And xA in tie rAemA an4
of chloroform. I wd three
of Molhtr; Fritnd Mott ouf
ch.1(, e4me wWch
4 itrorie ial
ne4ljtBy boy, doing
my houleworr. up
t0 within two hour
0f birth, and suf- -

aJ

feredbutafewhard
pains,
l hu lini-

Mother's
Friend

::

"
wrong
take when ILl Is
Is
no way
with the stomach. There
to maintain the health and strength
of mind and body except by nourish- ment. 1 uere Is no way to nourish ex
cept through the stomach.
The
stomach must be kept healthy, pure
and sweet or the strength will let
down and disease will set up. No ap
petite, loss of strength, nervousness.
bad breath,
headache, constipation,
sour risings, rifting, Indigestion, dys
pepsia and all stomach troubles are
quickly cured by tue use or Kodo.
Dyspepsia Cure. Sold by U. H. Brigg;
& Co. and S. Vann & Hon.
o

If you want first class FIRE
Investigation into the affairs of the
WORKS see O. A. Matson & Co.
$40,000,000 shipbuilding trust shows
o
that the concern had nearly a million
The Leggett & Piatt No. 1 spring
dollars In real money.
sold by Futrelle Furniture company
has no equal. Everyone sold under
VASELINE NO GOOD FOR HAIR.
guarantee, thirty days trial and If you
don't like it your money back. Never
Dandruff Germ Thrives in It, as Well sags or get out of shape.
as an All Grease.
o
National Holiday, July 4, 1903.
A well known hair specialist
in
vited the Inter Ocean reporter to come To all stations within a radius of 200
to his office and see, under a micro miles we will sell tickets at the rate
scope, how the germ that causes dan- of one fare, plus 60c, for the round
druff thrives in vaseline. The special trip. Trinidad also Included. Tickets
ist said that all hair preparations con on sale July 3 and 4, limit July 7. See
taining grease, simply furnish food for A., T. & S. F. agent. F. L. MYERS.
the germs and help to propogate them.
PROFESIONAL CARDS
The only way to cure dandruff is to de
germs,
stroy the
and the only hair
DENTISTS.
preparation that will do that la NewW. V. Wolvln, D. D. C,
bro's Herpicide. "Destroy the cause.
Santa Fe Pacific
Dental
you remove the effect." Without dan Railroad, L it Block, Albuquerque,
druff no falling hair, no baldness. Ask N. M. Both 'Phones.
for Herpicide. It is the only destroyer
Ellis MacDougali, D. D. S.
of the dandruff germ.
N. T. Armijo building, room 2. Officr
10c In stamps for sample to The Her hours, 8:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p
picide Co., Detroit, Mich. B. H. Hriggs m. to 5 p. m. Appointments made ty
& On., special agents.
'phone 157: Old
"Sold by leading druggists. Send malt. Automatic
'phone 62.
ALGODONES BREVITIES.
Edmund J. Alger, U. D. 8.

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

Paid In Capital and Surplus $100,000.00
TRANSACT A OMNMVAL TRUBT COMPANY BUIINC
iNTKRmmr paid on bavino ocpoairm

We have ample means and unexcelled facilities for the
transaction of a trust company business inall of its branches,
are prepared to render prompt and satisfactory stivice and
respectfully solicit your business.
Savings Depart ment Extract from regulations:

ment Is the grandest remedy ever
made."

I

Montezuma Trust Company

will do for every woman what it did for the
Minnesota mother who writes the above letter. Not lo use it during pregnancy it a
mistake to be paid for in pain and suffering.
Mother's Friend equips the patient with a
strong body and clear intellect, which ta
turn arc imparted to the child. It relaxes
the muscles and allows them to expand. It
relieves mornine sickness and nervousness.
, puta 4 (he orean concemej fay perfect
condition for the final hour.so that the actual
bor is short and practically painless. Dan- get of rising or hard breasts is altogether
avoided, and recovery is merely a matter el
a few days.
Druggists Mil Mother's Friend tor (I s settle.
Ibc Bradfleld Regulator Co.. Atlanta, da.
Bend f" eur Ire llluttrstad boat.

PIONEER BAKERY

Proprietor.
Successor to Balling Bros.
eacung : Cake : a : Specialty
vVe desire patronage, and we
baking.
guarantee first-clas- s
Albuquerque, N. M.
.'07 6. First St,
SIMON BALLING,

"There Is hereby created and established a savings department, which may receive deposits of money In trust and
allow thereon interest as hereinafter provided. The deposits,
Investments and all business of the savings department shall
bo kept separate from the other Susiness of the company,
and the trust fund thus accumulated shall he invested in first
mortgages on improved real estate and other
such
securities, and the notes, bonds or other evidence
vestment shall be held by the company in trust for the savings depositors and tvlely applicable to the repayment of
high-grnd- p
.

i

--

such depositors."

Our savings department will be open to the public on the
first day of July next. Special attention will be given this
class of business and every inducement, consistent with a
conservative business policy, wiil be offered to encourage
persistent accumulation of savings by savings depositors.

OrriCERS AND DIRECTORS
W. H.

Olllenyvmfr,

Rr0ldnt

J. C. Bmldrldf,
Dr. W. a. Hop

Vic Rfmldmnt

A. B. McMillan

Blmon Btarn

Oolomon

Lunm

r. A. Mubbmll, Vie

Rratldsnt

Alfred Oruntfmld, Vice Rremldant
David Roaamvald
Dr. John Tmaehar

M.

r. Rmynolda

Oolomon Wmlllmr
W. R. Whitney
N. K. Btavanm

Designated legal deposito.-- for public, trust and fiducial y
funds of all kinds. Abstracts of Title made and certified.

J. A. SKINNER
Dealer in

Staple and

Fancy Groceries

WITH AMPLE MEANS
FACILITIES

AND UNSURPASSED

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
RAILWAYS ON THE DEFENSE.
Of ALBUQUERQUb, N. M,
AVENU.
106
WEST KAILROAD
The El Paso News says of an abuse
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
that the New Mexico legislature tried
EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
ft
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS
to abolish:
69
Old Phone
CAPITAL, $100,000.00
New Phone 152.
"Several litigants In New Mexico
Residence. New Phone 353.
have been enjoined under the law
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
passed by the last legislature forbid
M. 8. OTERO, President.
EDWARDS...
W.
...J.
ding residents of the territory from
W. S. 8TRICKLER, V.P. and Cashier. W. J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier
geo.
The Veteran
wm. Mcintosh
maintaining suits In Texas against
solomon luna
w. a. maxwell
a. m. blackwell
j. c. baldridge
and Embalmer...
railways In the territory for Injuries
Undertaker
LAS VEGAS SCANDAL.
received there.
depository for atchison, topeka & santa fe railway
My urnbu ance service I perfect having
The usually placid village of Las
nrw
jus- f dded to my bus nei-"The legislature went upon the the
M
A
t.r-tllTK
rubber
"Veaaa la all torn up over the territor ory that the courts were created for
which mil' fill a lone teltwsnt
ial insane asylum scandal and invest! the benefit oCapeople and property in
to I he guff fringed InpartcatlB promptMy motto in holiest
day
t
ly
in
excitecation, and to add fuel to the
the territory and that the local Inter
work ht re s liable p icm.
ment Jefferson Raynolds, the mildest est compelled to defend outside New
307 W. RAILROAD AVENUE
aaaa In all that town, became impress Mexico was unjustly treated.
GRANT HALL.
d with the notion that he could whip
"Of course, the law can have no
the editor of the Advertiser, Earl liearlng upon anyone who lives out
and preceded to the office of the side of the teritory, or who removes
Advertiser and slapped the editor therefrom.
aforesaid. That was as far as he got
"But. for Instance, take the case of
:
Office hours.
JuS Railroad avenue.
1a the fight Lyon rose up and whipped the young man who resides in
mfl In 12:30 d. m.: i:"to d. m. to o D. m
River High Alfalfa Cutting Building
482.
b
Appointments
made
Telephone
he banker to a finish In one round.
county one hundred miles from El
Improvements.
mtu.
ta nearly always precarious business Paso and is suing here for a fortune Special Correspandence.
LAWYERS.
going to another man's place of bust because he was not able to buy a
Algodones, N. M., June 24. There
neaa to whip him. Every man fights through ticket from a certain station was some excitement here last even ATTnnNRY-AT-LA-Bernard S. Hooey
Albuo.uero.ue, N
HJVS West Railroad Avenue.
lieet In his own township, and Lyon and whose journey was delayed, it is ing over the report that a seven foot M. Prompt attention Klven to all business
pracWill
profession.
to
the
pertaining
appears to be Justified in defendin alleged, and who claims that he suf- rise In the
rivet was expected last tice In all courts of the territory and be-himself.
fered illness in consequence of a wait night, but this morning proved it was foro the United states lana oruce.
The afternoon paper at Las Vegas and exposure.
Irs M. Bond
Gel Your
false report and the river is now
Is p 1
42 F street N. W.,
controlled by Mr. Raynolds, as a ma"The court has served notice upon steadily falling. No damage whatever ATTORNET-AT-LA- L. u.
und
innun,
renBions.
Wuh
niton.
summer sul
tter of course, throws the whole blame the claimant that under the law he was caused here by the high water, ents, copyrights, cavlats, letters patent
on LyonB.
must not entertain the suit begun in with the single exception of the ranch trade marks, claims.
Made at
JF
William D. Lee
El Paso. He can sue in New Mexico of Justinl and Castello, which was
I
V"1!',. i.o.L Ill
"T?"
7,
N
room
Office,
ATTORNET-AT-LAIt appears that the territory had a and let local Jurors pass upon the overflowed somewhat and some slight T. Armlto bulldlns. Will practice In si
to ifSlisiii
P
narrow escape from be In? again af- merits of the case. If he removes to damage done to the crops. Albuquer the courts of the territory.
flicted with LouIb Suiziwhtr, who this city, and proceeds with the lill que is perfectly safe from danger of
WILLIAM
R. W. D. Bryan
jf..i
Albuquerque, fv
was sent to far away Porto Rico as gation under the accommodating law the flood, as we are Informed today ATTORNET-AT-LA. . .... i..
.
..ky
M. Office. First National BanK Dunning.
Judge to the taiitfai tloi of everybouv of Texas, he cannot be interfered
Frank W. Clancy
He wanted to be Judge in McMillan's with by the New Mexico court. But
N
GLEASNER
rooms I snd
ATTOXNET-AT-LAplace, and it Is furtunnte that one of if he ventures into the territory he
T. Armllo but dinar. AiDuquerque, n. m.
family
in
lived
con
SniiVi
numerous
against
can
proceeded
be
tor
the
E. W. Dobson
tempt of court in disobeying an order
Mxhtgan and wanlcl the place.
Office, Cromwel.
ATTORNET-AT-LATHE TAILOR
of a tribunal.
block, Albuquerque, N. M.
"Now this statute may possilily not
LAS VEGAS BOSS.
John H. Stingle
2161-- 2 SOUtD
e sustained if tested; hut the courts
n
.AW.
Cromwell block
ATTORN
Having bought both the daily
N. M.
Albuquerque,
ought
Mexico
be
of
to
New
able
to
Vegas
In
and consolidated
Second St.
PHYS'CIANS.
When you want to buy Flour and Bran, crvwant to sell
them, the bankers of that village now settle the causes of action that arise
.
in
relieve
territory
the
and
tri
the
t3ron.cn
Di.
J.
Wheat, write to
town
of
out
the
editor
propose to run
AiDuquerque
.
Homeopathic phvi-i3ELEN, N. M
. Props
CO
TTTR
BEOKEK
Bloc"
Whiting
of the Weekly Advertiser, who ap bunals and the taxpayers of El Paso
JOHN
17.
Room
pears to have opinions and is not from the time and expense involved
MUSIC.
arfraid to express them. To the Ad in a multitude of cases where rail
See Jos. A. Dlondln. Manager Al- ways would perhaps settle with em
sav ings thau the
more
steals
Sickness
In
of
the
publicity
vertiaer is due the
Slowly, coin !y coin, the varado Trio for music for receptions,
ployes and outsiders on a fair basis in burglar.
jrane asylum mismanagement.
hns been so hardly esrned mimlcales, banquets, etc. Headquar
money
that
most
liability
instances where
could u paid out lor time and doctors. ters, Hall & Learnard.
By money and threats the
Sickness is the worst enemy of the work
may be driven out of business in lie established.
Mexico men who rush to El lug m.iii, and the commou cause of the
"New
great
a
be
I,as Vegas, but if it Is it will
working man s sick ness is iliseiise ot tue
Paso to sue a railway for damages atoiuacn
often involving the heart, lungs,
aniafortune to that town.
injuries,
of
de
personal
Instead
for
liver, or kidneys.
When a bank coucludca that it is
The use of Lr. Tierce's Golden Med
pending upon their neighliors to do
rains- to control a town, and starts
in the territor- ical Discovery will stop the stealing of
them
justice
at
trials
plan
per
cent
t07 Wast Gold Avsnua,
out to run things on the
the savings by sickness. It cures
ial courts, are usually not railway
of
organs
and
of
stomach
other
the
up.
people
rise
to
for
la
the
time
it
men, often pauH'rn, or at least claim digestion and nutrition. It cures dis
WM. GOETTING A CO., Proprietors
inability to pay court costs. The tax- eases of heart, liver, lungs, kidneys, etc.,
committer
liy
are
caused
the
diseases
the
It la given out that
payers must 'pay the freight,' ex- when these
which has investigated the territorial pense of juries, furnish a judge and diseased condition of the stomach and
its allied organs.
reats bandied
All kinds of Fresh
.! :al will rake a einsane vlum
Aliout ten years go I brga to hive trouble
perform a labor of love for
writes Wiu Cunnolly, ol vis Sausage making a specialty.
with my .tomac-li.port favorable to the officers of that
I
lad
"It 1U
Even if a railway company be Walnut blr-c-on Lormu. Ohio,
in
quite olteu two ana lliree
had to lay
tnsti' ulioc.
mulcted, it pays but a crcentagc of s week, iny atoinach wuuhl Moat, and I would
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awful uUlreat at auch
and
up
in
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tfaa.
belh
the costs and the salary of the Judge times. 1 nave employed and been treated by
PREPARING TO CELEBRATE.
the beat doctor in the city but sot no help
is not considered in the matter
.mie uy or other lhapiwne.1 lo
whatever.
Helu ia.' and I thou iit
The Chicago board of health has
"Of course one purpose of litigants Ret hold of a vial ofItyour
r
v.u then I wiole to oi.
helped
inc.
Sole Agents for Casino Canned Goods,
taken a very sensible precaution in
advice. You told me thut by my symptom you
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thought
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experienced
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to get better
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tiic atari and hav nut lMt a day this
Staple and Fancy Groceries
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suuimer on account of my aitunaih. I iecl
lnqutrs of local aftnt
I have foi ten years."
114 South second oirssi.
than
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ous and patriotic occasion a sort of que every day in the week, except
To
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"first aid to the wounded" circular as Sunday, at 5 a. m. For particulars ical Discovery. " Nothing else is "just HUsboro Creamery Butter Best on
Los Angeles,
Co., agents, as good."
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Earth.
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WARNING

UnMRffrEITC

Hydrographer Newell Says Two

panies

Are Swindling

they are both genial gentlemen, and
their friends compose the majority of
the city and county. Las Cruces

DAILY

CITIZEN,

THURSDAY

Chamberlain s Co'ic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy.
The uniform success of this remedy
as made it the most popular prepara-ioin use for bowel complaints. It is
verywhere recognized as the one
emedy that can always be depended
pen and that is pleasant to take. It
s especially
valuable for summer
liarrhoea in children and is undoubtedly the means or saving the lives of
a great many children each year. For
tale y all druggists.

n

THEY SHOULD BE WATCHED.

A special dispatch from Washington
under date of June 22, says:
Hydrographer Newell of the geological survey. In rhir!p 'f : jvernment
lrrlgatic:
.ks, itturned from Denver
and the west today. He Is pleased
with the progress of Investigations and
surveys on the Gunnison river, Colorado, project, and has directed the field
party to devote much of the summpr
mapping the irrigable lands situated
80 as to be reclaimed by water from
the Gunnison river.
Engineers are still at work adjusting
the line of the canal, determining tho
exact slope and diameter that will give
the best results. Other representatives
of the interior department have taken
up the question of land titles with a
view to insuring to the government all
lands actually needed for its rights
of way. ThesG agents are also procuring agreements from owners of lands
within the proposed Irrigated district
signifying their willingness and pledg
ing themselves to bear their share of
the expense of getting the water
through the mountains and onto their
lands, as well as adjoining public lands.
Mr. Newell expects to have all questions of land title adjusted by the close
of the present season, and on the Information gathered in the field to be
able to begin work on plans for the
tunnel and distributing canals early in
the winter.
Hydrograplier Newell alBO reports
the discovery ot a new and successful
money making scheme that has grown
up under the national irrigation law
and which Is being profitably worked
throughoue the weBt. Speaking of the
find, Mr. Newell said:
"I was very much disheartened while
west to find that associations for a con.
sideration ranging from $50 to $100,
are advertising by circulars and otherwise to direct homeseekers to vacant
public land which they say Is to be reclaimed by the national government.
These associations pretend that they
are formed to represent homeseekers
and propose to give them 'inside information.' They have no Inside information. They do not know what
lands the government intends to irrigate, for no one knows that, not even
the department. They simply defraud
susceptible people; they are taking
money for valueless service, and they
are doing Injury to their victims. They
are sending people onto lands that will
never be irrigated either by the government or by private enterprise, and
I know of an Instance where these associations have pointed out to three
victims lands ou hillsides which could
not possibly be irrigated.
"I want to stamp these associations
as frauds and warn all homeseekers to
avoid them. One of these companies
has headquarters at Omaha and another at Pendleton, Ore., but their operations extend over the entire arid
west, and they are pretending to give
'inside information' concerning arid
lands in every state entitled to benefits under the general reclamation
law."
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A

FINE CITY.

Editor Lapoint, of the Lai Cruces Citizen, Has a Few Words to Say.
Iast week the first time in eight
years we took a run up to the Duke
city, and found many new and handsome improvements.
The city proper is four miles long
by two and a half wide. Most of the
edifices are of modern structure, and
not only in its radius, but as far as
one's sight can reach on all sides, it is
covered with magnificent shade trees,
flowers and shrubbery.
The depot represents an ancient
Spanish castle and covers atiout two
blocks, where an elegant hotel, railroad office and all other business per
V
taining to the railroad company Is located. The whole structure is sur
rounded ly brick walks, lawns and at
night is lighted by electricity. It is
well worth seeing.
The constant rains, while there, pre)
vented our visiting its many institu
tions, woolen and saw mills and other
industries; therefore had to content
ourselves with lots of political gossip,
and judging from talk, and taking an
impartial view, the county and city
will give, not so large, but a good republican majority.
Although, it was said, by the crea
tion of the new county of Sandoval,
and no doubt desired by a few who
would like to take charge of the pie
counter, that the Hulibells had seen
their day. It isn't so, as Tom is the
best sheriff Be'rnalillo county ever had,
and the people apiear to he well satisfied with his administration. Frank,
his brother, is a newspaper man, and
is Interested with the best and most
ably edited Spanish paper in that
,
Tl . . , ,
Aniinh.
1 lit j
iMuuri a siiun icaua. mi.....
Jk VWUH,i
both own laree sheen and cattle ranch
es, and employ many people. Oesides,
T

ON THE BEAT.

ON OUR BARGAIN TABLE

He loat the butcher every day;
He beat the corner grocer.
If any one asked "will you pay?"
His prompt reply was "No, sir!"
And any one he chanced to meet
Soon came to understand
He was a beat who was a beat
A beat to beat the band.
He !eat the bars, he beat the cars,
The owner of his fiat
But when he came to leating rugs,
He let his wife do that.
Chicago News

CENTER

HERE IN THE FUTURE YOU WILL FIND RARE BARGAINS FOR IT IS OUR INTENTION TO KEEP
THIS ONE SECTION AN ATTRACTIVE PLACE FOR ALERT 8HOPPERS.

SAM
NTOvTMBB

Ladies and Children Invited.
All ladies and children who canno
stand the shocking strain of laxatlvj
syrups, cathartics, etc., are Invited to
try the famous Little Early Risers.
They are different from all other pills,
luey do not purge ue system. Even a
double dose will not gripe, weaken or
sicken; many people call them the
Easy Pill. W. H. Howell, Houston,
Tex., says nothing better can be use-fconstipation, sick headache, etc.
Bob Moore,
Ind., says all
others gripe and sicken, while Lie
Witt's Little Early Risers do their
work well and easy. Sold by B. H.
Brlggs & Co. and S. Vann & Son.
a

This VSeek's Attractive

isabsisaiiixi
Turkish Towels
lar value 10c.
Table
5 each

Awarded
Highest Honors World's Fair.
Highest Tests U. S, Gov't Chemists

RAILROAD

PLAN ROAD FOR MEXICO.

Sonora, Chihuahua & Monterey Road
Promoters Meet in Denver.
The promoters of the new transcontinental Mexican railroad, the Sonora,
Chihuahua and Monterey, met in Denver to perfect plans for beginning
work on the new road. The projectors
include such prominent Coloradoans
as former Judge Luther M. Goddard,
former Governor J. B. Orman, Frank
P. Bertschy, George Adams and E. F.
Arthur. J. B. Robertson, builder of
the Mexican Central and other well
known railroad men, are also interested. The plans of the company will not
be announced for some time, though
it Is stated that preparations are under way for commencing active work.
Though the route has not been definitely decided on. It is understood that
it will begin Bomewhere on the Arizona bofder, and run southwest to
Guaymas, thence east through Chihuahua to the city of Monteray. a distance
of alKut 800 miles.
The affairs of another Mexican railroad built chiefly by Colorado men are
just about being closed up, the road
having been successfully built and sold
to the Mexican Central. Col. J. H.
Hampson, president of the Mexico,
Cuernavaca & Pacific, reached Denver
Monday In his private car to attend a
meeting of the directors of the road,
to be held for the purpose of closing
up its affairs. The
Construction company, which built the
read, will also be discontinued, as its
object has been accomplished.

NOTES.

C. M. Taylor, a prominent railroad
official of l.a Junta, Is In the city on

business, and was noticed around the
local shops this morning.
The Santa Fe lost 443 carloads of
merchandise by damage In the Kansas
flood. It Is estimated that the losses
will average $1,000 per car, of $443,-000- .

H. L. Huntington says that he will
spend $30,000,000 to parallel the coast
lines of the Southern Pacific from Los
Angeles to San Francisco with trolley
lines. It is reported that Harrlman Interests are endeavoring to make a
compromise.
Engines 841, 796, 374 and 742 have
been run In off the road and will undergo a thorough repairing. Engine
376, which has been In the repair
shops some time, was turned out yesterday and is again doing duty on the
Rio Grande division.
Joe Richards, the cigar merchant,
has at his store a gold Brotherhood of
Locomotive Fireman pin, which was
found yesterday in front of his place
of business. The person losing such
pin may claim it by calling at the
Richards' cigar store.
The New Mexican says: Suit was
filed In the First district court for Rio
Arrll county yesterday by A. B. Ren-ehacounsel for Mrs. Catherine
Stephens, administratrix of the estate
of the late Lewis Cooley of Rio Arril
county vs. the Denver & Rio Grande
Railroad company. The plaintiff alleges that deceased lost his life while
employed as brakeman on the Denver
& Rio Grande, and that the accident
was due to the carelessness or incomBRAIN BUILDING.
petency of some employe of the road
How to Feed Nervous Cases.
whose name Is not mentioned. The
Hysteria sometimes leads to insanity accident occurred at Lumlerton In
and should be treated through feeding 19i2. Damage in the sum of $1,250 is
asked.
the brain and nerves upon scientifically selected food that restores the lost
ANNABLE-BAHR- .
delicate gray matter. Proof of the power of the brain food Grape-Nut- s
is re- Fred L. Annable
and Miss Lulu Claire
markably strong.
Bahr Married.
"About eight years ago when workAt 12 o'clock, noon, Tuesday, at San
ing very hard as a court stenographer
Bernardino,
Fred L. Annable and Miss
I collapsed physically and then nerLulu Claire Bahr, were made hnsland
vously and was taken to the state hosand wife, the Rev. Mark B. Shaw propital for the insane at Lincoln, Neb.,
nouncing the words. Mr. Annable is
a raving maniac.
the chief clerk in Superintendent I. L.
"They had to keep me In a strait-jackeHibbard's office at Winslow. Miss Bahr
and I was kept in the worst U well
known In San Bernardino counward for three months. I was finally
ty, having Ieen county superintendent
dismissed in the following May but did
of schools at one time. The happy couno brain work for years until last fall,
ple will le at home in Winslow, Ariwhen I was persuaded to take the testimony In two cases One of these was zona, after July 15. Among the guests
present at the ceremony were Mrs. J.
a murder case and the strain upon my
I). Stack, at one time a teacher in the
nervous system was so great that I
Needles school; Philip C. Allen, trainwould have broken down again except
master of the Santa Fe at this point
for the strength I had built up by the
for
a numlier of years, and Rufus
use of Grape-Nuts- .
When I began to Goodrich,
now stenographer for Supmy
pressure
on
feel the
of the work
I. L. Hlbbard at Winslow,
erintendent
brain and nerves I simply increased but for
several years holding a like k
Grape-Nutthe amount of
and used sition with John
Denair.
the food more regularly.
"I now feel like my old self again
MERCANTILE RAISES.
and am healthy and happy. I am sure
Third List of Tax Assessment Raises
that if I had known of Grape-NutSubmitted by the Assessor.
when I had my trouble eight years ago
I would never have collapsed and this
Assessor Albright, at the meeting of
dark spot In my life would never have the county commissioners the other
Grape-Nuthappened.
power as a day, submitted the third list of tax asbrain food Is simply wonderful and I sessment raises, whereupon the foldo not believe any stomach is so weak lowing resolution was Introduced and
that It cannot digest this wonderful passed by the board:
food. I feel a delicacy about having
Resolved, That the clerk be Instruct,
my name appear In public, but If you ed to notify tho following persons of
think It would help any poor sufferer changes In their assessments for 1903.
you can use it. Name given by Pos-tur- and further notify said persons that
Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
the board will meet Monday, June 29,
There are desperts and desserts. The 1903, to hear complaints on such
delicious health-givinkind are told changes:
about in the little recipe book found In Albuquerque Hardware Co
$1,000
B. J. Barcat
each package of Grape-Nuts- .
COO
Mexlco-Acapulc-

CO-

Allover Laces regular
60c yard
Bargain Table Price

regu- -

Price

29

Ladles Gingham Aprons
regular price 25c
Bargain Table Pries

or

PRICE BAKING POWDER

AISLE

- CHICAGO.

500
J. W. Bennett
B H. Briggs & Co
400
S. Benjamin & Co
500
D. H. Boatrigiit
C00
5.10
Brockmeier & Cox
1,200
Bachechi & GlomI
E. B. Booth
300
1,000
Arthur Everett
H. E. Fox
1.000
W. V. Futrelle
1,200
1,000
Albert Faber
Grunsfeld Bros
2.000
C. A. Hudson
300
Hyde Exploring Co
1,000
B. Ilfeld & Co
3,000
500
Jaffa Grocery Co
(,
500
Jos. T. Johnson
3,000
Jacob KOrber
L. Kempenlch
1,500
600
Wm. Kleke
T. Y. Maynard
300
500
Chas. May
500
Crtlz & Co
600
J. H. O RIelly & Co
L. B. Putney
6,000
J. F. Palmer
250
t
.'
3.000
E. J. Post ft Co.
500
Rosenwald Bros
Roihenberg & Schloss Cigar Co. 1.200
1,000
Leon B. Stern
250
Isidro Sandoval
2,000
O. W. Strong & Sons
250
J. A. Skinner
750
Toti & Gradi
S. Vann & Son
800
Whitney Co
3.000
200
D. Welller & Co
E. L. Washburn
2.800
G. Badaracco
300

Bargain

regular

25c Quality

lawns fancy designs
regular value 10c

Table

Bargain

Price

Table

Price

Summer
Children's
Vests and Drawers
regular 25c grade.
Bargain Table Price

in to
Torchon Laces
31n. regular
price 10
yard
Bargain Table Price

Ladles' Stocks and
T u movers
regular
value 60c
Bargain Table Price

to

5

17,e

... ZS.

Price

Ready Made Sheet
regular value 60o
Bargain Tabic Prlc

8 13t

12'a

grade-Bar- gain

Table

25d

19 P'r

18

60c

Bargain

yd

Ladles' Muslin Drawers

regular

Ladies Lace Lisle ifoev

Ladles' Shirt Waists
regular price 76c
Bargain Table Pries

50
Ladles' Bretelle White
Aprons regular price
60c
Bargain Table Price

35

37ia

OLIFIELD &

a

RAILROAD A VENUE

Summer Excursion Rates
TO THE PACIFIC COAST
San Francisco and return
Los Angeles or Redondo

$55.00
35.00

Santa Monica, Long Beach or
East 8an Pedro
35.04
8an Diego, Coronado Beach.. 35.00

..Dates of Sale Every
Thursday end Saturday during
of May, June, July, August and
tember.
Umlts November SO,
Stopovers within limit ef ticket
and west of Saratov.

Qj2

For further Information call

at ticket office '

Santa Fe Ticket Agent, Albuquerque,

F. L. Myers,

I

1

N. M,

o

t,

s

s

Pa X

sYl

0 Why

&J

Pay as
Much
i

for an inferior beer

Schlitz beer cotti twice
what common beer com
in the brewing. One-hipiyi for the product; the
other half for itt purity.

MErUilJWlMEN.
a4
llf rr.i

fEVANSCHEMHAlOO.

i.f tii nr. t a
I.....
PtihilHii. ami m.t ..L.in.
KeU(

lf

u (pent in

cleanliness, in filtering even
the air that touches it, in
filtering the beer, in sterilizing every bottle. And
it pays the cost of aging
the beer for months before
we deliver it.

If you ask for Schlitz
you get purity and age,
you pay no more than
beer costs without them.
Ask for tu
Brrwirj Betthng.
Mollnl
Ekln.
Kir.t St., Automatic
Ill Boulli &o.
DM,
iba4urju.
Tbua

rttaa

prapatd, fur
00. or S bottlr $3.71.
Circular two ou rtMUMt

SJ

fatpreM,

"Grand Canyon Illuminated Mounts,"
F. L. Myers, agent.

The Cltiren is the people's paper.
contains the news, too.

DeWltt's

Salve

For Pile a, Burns, Sores

Railroad Time Tables

la

Kit act Novamltar
1BOS,

ARRIVE FROM THE) NOR1H.

"Lesser Platinum Prints" oa sale at
Santa Fe ticket office for 26 cents. Call

lf

One-ha-

TIMF
III ha TARIF

or

s Sold by UinnUift,
or atMit In pl
wrupp,
I'f

and see samples.

Subscribe for The Cttlaea.

it.

etrlMtif.
(MtecW.

e:Miiuri.oJ

Subscribe for The Citizen.

I'
Bin 1 fot nnnnturi
iliwhftr
tiittnimt ii
Irrttntiutis or ulctnaiiuf

No. 1, California Express.... 7:16p.m.
No. 7, Mex. 4b Cal. Oxpress. .10:06 e.m.
No. 3, California Limited
10: 40 a.m.
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
It
No. 3. Atlantic tSinnui
No. 4, Chicago Limited
13:09 p.m.
no. 8, Chicago Express
7:30 p.m.

....

ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.

ADVERTISE
NEWSPAPERS

MAGAZINES
TRADE PAPERS
CURTIS

NEWHALl

toe AHaius.

ci.iroai

CO.

Q. Badaracco

ttir

Dealer ta

Qeneral Herchandlse ana
Liquors

....

22, Atlantic Express
7:10a.m.
LEAVES QOINO SOUTH.
No. 27, Mexico Express
11:00 p.m.
Mo.

Proprietor ef the Summer
AU Ibnaa of Country Prodaee
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
and Bold.
No. 8, Atlantic Express ..... 8:06a.m.
Goods Delivered Free to all Perls
No. 4, Chicago Limited
p.m.
11:69

Ue City.
Chlcano Express
6:46 pan.
LEAVE OOINO WEST.
Denver & Rio Grande System No. 1, California
Corner ef Third and Tljersej
Express.... 3:16p.m.
No. 3, California Limited. . . .11:00 a.m. AiDuquerque
New
SANTA FE BRANCH.
No. 7, Mex.
Cal. Express. .10:46 p.m.
Time Table No. 71.
No. 7 will carry mall from the aat
nd No. 2 from the west
(Effective Wednesday, April 1, 1S03.)
The No. 3 and No. 4 are the limited
they arrive daily.
and
Advertise in newspapers
East Bound
West Bound
- freight No. 99, going south,
Local
anywhere at anytime
lo. 28
No. 425 carries passengers.
call on or write
9:00 amjLv... Santa Fe..Ar 6:20 pm
F. k. MTER8. AceaL
11:00 am
Espanola
3:00 pm
L C Dale's Advertising Ageacr
1:05 pmj
Embudo
1:06 pm K404K4K44K4KK4K4
SHtft MmhuiU Kniuuitrs
1:40 pm. . .Tree Piedras... 10:05 am
San Fwwcisco . cat.
6:35 pmj
Antonlto
7:36 am
HOTEL CLAIRE...
8:50 pmj
Alamosa
6:10 am
3:05 ami
Pueblo
SANTA FE, N. M
1:37 am
7:16am Ar... Denver . ..Lv 3:30 pm
It W. Railroad Av
FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
Trains run dally except Sunday.
LIGHTED, STEAM HEATED,
lae finest line of liiura
Connecta with main line trains at
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
All oatrons and fiiuda mntwit.
Antonlto for Durango, Silverton and
BATHS
AND
SANITARY
ed to visit -- The Iceberg.
Lues,
points west, at Alamosa for Denver,
PLUMBING
servea every lay.
THROUGHOUT.
Colorado Springs, Pueblo and intermeLARGE
SAMPLE
ROOM
STEVE BALLING
diate points, also with narrow guage
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
via Sallda for same points via the
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
i.JYAL GORGE line and for all points
PLAN- on the Creede branch, at Pueblo and
GEO. E. ELLIS,
MELINI
Sallda for all points east or west and
EAKIN
Proprietor and Owner,
at Denver for all points east.
LIQUORS
WHOLESALE
eV
For rates, sleeping car reservations,
etc., call on or address,
We Beadle everytalasT at wm
A.
J. B. DAVIS,
Dlatlllera
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
FIRE INSURANCE
Special dlstribotora Tartar
S. K. HOOPER,
tools vtlle, Keateekr.
Gen. Pass and Ticket, Agt.,
Secretary Mutual Bolldlag Aaeoelajtloa
Denver, Colo.
Ofleeat J. O. Beidrldge'a Luster Tsrd Ill S. first Si,

at

No. 8,

1
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Poatrlght. Henry Sandoval and Law-uncCLASSIFIED ADS.
Keleher.
Taylor.
Nellie
Accomranylst, Miss
drertlseruent.-Not
All c.asslfieci
Song "Amerh a."
or i a' -- or "liners.' one cent a worl f't
iifi, insertion.
Minimum charge fur
Management.
William Tell to Be Presented by
!kltv flRMntflprl nd WftripiiiTiPlif n. Ik rent.
Manager and Dliertor
!o older to Insure proper classification
School Children.
Mr. C. E. Hurg A. M.
n Miners" should be left al thin of
is just being taken of
flee not later than 3 o'clock p. ru.
Property Manager
E.
Grimmer
W.
Mr.
ANNUAL COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES.
LOST.
our stock and we are
tag? Manager
OF
Mr. J. U. Hatbmann LOST In northwestern portion of the
The eleventh annual commencement
changing the price of
The scenery to be used on this occity a pocket account book contain
ing location and accounts of a milk
ef the Inima. u'nte Conc eption sc hool casion was painted for the occasion
by J. U. Ratlimann of Albuquerque.
route, l iberal reward will le paid
.every article in our
v, ill be held tonight in the school hall
Is kindly loaned by Hall &
piano
The
....
for its return to Citizen office.
O Tt,n
iieglnning promptly hi o uchur. j
l.earnard. music deilers. The Italian
store.
exercises this year will be notable be- land, under the leadership of Slgnor
WANTED.
cause of the first dramatic effort to be llartolo Ramirez, has kindly donated WANTED Teacher of experience,
made by Die children of the school. 'ts services and will play before and at
male, wants position In south or
southwest; high school or college
Their first attempt promises to be a the close of .the program
work preferred. Address, Box 101,
carebrilliant success. They have been
That Throbbing Headache
Knoxvllle, Iowa.
fully drilled and will give the play.
ould uuiekly leave yon. If you used
Pills. Thousands WANTED A meat cutter at the High
William Tell" without any outside an- - Dr. King's New Life
nf sufferers have proveu their matcn-les- s
land Meat Market. E. B. Huntoon,
C)3' South Arno street.
merit for sick and nervous head
Hon. A. L. Morrison, of Santa Fe, aches. They n'.!;e purp blood and build WANTED Ten good burros.
Chad- up yo'i.- heakn. Only 25 cents, money
will be here to deliver the address.
& Co., 108 Gold avenue.
;f not cured. Sold by all druggists.
ha
wick
a
and
Reduction on our Entire Stock of
Tlio program with the cast of the
To buy second hand goods,
WANTED
TRAINS.
DELAYED
Rejerved.
highest price paid; also new and
Boys clothing.
jday follows:
second-hangoods for sale. Call on
One
From
Welcome hong
Severs! From West and
else- No. 323 South Secthan
lower
Fulmcr,
cent
per
Frank
IO
to
2o
from
Chorus
Girls'
Selected
Afternoon.
always
This
Arrive
South
are
prices
Our
-street.
ond
The play of William Tell"
Passenger trains Nos. 2 and 8 of yeswhere in the city and this special 25 per cent reduction
If you
need of
By Hoys and Girls of School terday and No. 2 of today arrived this WANTED Scavenger work and dog
fur
pay
merchants
other
less
than
prices
our
will make
play
of
North
Inquire at 216
clipping.
the
Between the three acts of the
afternoon between 2 and 3 o'clock In
their clothing.
Third street. Geo. Harris.
solos will be rendered by Prof. N. Di- - close succession. Passengers on board
household goods
Mauro, violin, and Mr. Joseph A. Blon- - said that they were held at Needles, WANTED To correspond with
din. violin cello.
Cab. on account of a washout between
ties who own or can locate
Misses Darulnno and Taylor,
caves. Address Y. M. Milan, genthat place and the bridge crossing the
Colorado river this side. The grade
eral delivery, El Paso, Tex.
Address
was washed away in a place where WANTLu few experienced coal dig
Hon. A. L. Morrison, Santa Fe the river makes a bend and comes in
gers at the Carthage coal mines. AdClosing remarks
close to the foothills; not bad, but
dress A. H. Hilton, San Antonio,
Rev. A. M. Mandalaria. S. J. enough to weaken the track so as to
N. M.
tor Burrows heieafter not to Interfere Patriotic sons, "America"
make it dangerous for trains to pass WANTED Fifty girls for steady em
THE STAY AT HOMES TO "STICK
RODEY MAKES PROTEST.
School Children and Audience over. When the trains passed over
ployment at Rio Granda Woolen
In his territory.
IT OUT" MORE THAN THE DAILY
mills.
William Tell, a Play in Three Acts
A Direct Violation.
the Colorado bridge yesterday about
BATH.
WE HAVE ALL THE RE.
Synopsis The play depicts with rea noon the water was runn'ng close to WANTED Several hundred pounds
QUISITES. A FRESH SUPPLY OF
A special dispatch from Washington
of lead pipe. See The Citizen.
He Does Not Like the Appointment ot to the Denver News, dated June 23, sonable historical accuracy the suc the top of the abutments of the struc
TOWELS,
SPONGES,
BRUSHES,
traveling
and
Local
cessful revolt of the Swiss against ture, and within a couple of feet of WANTED
says:
BATH MITTS, SEA SALT, TOILET
represent
Indiana
agents
to
the
Austria's hateful domination. It por- the tracks.
Judge Smith.
WATERS, ETC., ETC.
The appointment of Judge Clements trays
State Life. Address L. W. Galles,
at once the Inhuman cruelty of
No. 22 from the south, held on ac
suMich.,
to the
N. M.
Albuquerque,
Smith of Hastings,
governor, Gesler, and the count of washouts between Las Cru
preme bench of New Mexico, to suc- the Austrian
Highest price paid for
CONFERENCE WITH PRESIDENT.
patriotism
of William Tell. The ces and El Paso, arrived at 2:50 this WANTED
noble
very
gents' second hand clothing and
ceed Judge McMillan, removed, is
Incident of the play the shoot- afternoon.
tools. Send address and will call. R.
likely to stir up a row among New chief
ing by Tell of an apple placed on the
o
..Prescription
Sweeny, 515 South First street
Washington
A special dispatch from
Mexicans. Delegate Rodey (New Mex
JOHN WESLEY.
head of his little son is an event that
117 W, Railroad Avenue
appointment
speaking
of
ico),
the
in
June
dated
Republican,
to the Denver
FOR RENT.
finds a place among romantic stories
will
not
Mexico
"New
Colo. 'Phone 63
today,
438
said:
'Phone
on
Auti.
Sun
Man
Great
Thia
for
Servicet
23, says:
In every modern tongue.
FOR SALE At a bargain, well pay
Episcopal
Methodist
day
at
First
There was a stormy scene at the stand for the nomination of Judge
1.
Tell
Tell's home.
Act I. Scene
0
ing mercantile business, about
Church.
white house this morning when Dele Smith. We will fight it to a finish and aroused to action.
Belling ill 12
for
required.
Reason
prevent
conflrma
its
we
can
I
believe
gate Rodey of New Mexico called to
The 200th birthday of John Wesley.
Act II. Scene 1. In the mountains.
health. Address, P. O. Box 69.
protest agalnBt the appointment of tlon by the senate. We want a clti Gesler lost; rescue. Scene 2. Same, that great man of truth, will be cele
fill
to
appointed
territory
zen
of
the
RENT Seventeen room board
Judge C. C. Smith of Michigan to sucThe patriots meet. Scene 3. Before the brated on Sunday morning in the First FOR
a
num
are
pozition.
There
McMillan's
ing
house, partly furnished, $18.00
In these days when so many hearts are made as one, and when so
ceed Judge Daniel H. McMillan of the
gate of Altorf. The cause advances. Methodlst Episcopal church, on Lead
per month. W. H. McMilllon, Real
many wedding rumors are in the air, one wonders "What shall I give
'
New Mexico suoreme court. Delegate her of men there capable of perform Gesler'B Ingratitude to Albert.
avenue.
Estate, 211 West Gold avenue.
for my wedding present?" Let us suggest to you Fine Cut Glass
Rodey. in very plain language, told the in the duties attached to it Among
The services In honor of this noble
II. Scene 1. Courtyard of AltAct
"Llbby" glass of course. It Is the very best. None so good, and the
ldent that thia annolntment was "tners, l mignt mention juuge amp orf castle. Tell captured. A tyrant's man who said:. "The world is my par- - FOR RENT Two nicely furnished
We
prices are no higher than others charge for ordinary makes.
department
and
interior
bell
of
the
in
t
Wesconveniences
rooms with all
6 o'clock with a
tnh" win bi-jrot at all satlsfactbrv to the oeonle of
""Retribution.
designs
to
Beautiful
low
$5.00.
as
as
$2.00
pieces
have
nice
little
So- - vhlm
of
Kelly
of
Roswoll.
Reed
Messrs.
by
beautiful
surrounded
the territory, for they believed that
..John BrennBn ley sunrise' meeting tinder the auspices
Gesler..
at higher prices.
shade trees. Inquire at residence,
of the Epworth League.
residents of the territory would be corro and Clancey of Albuquerque. We
his
lieutenant
Sarnem,
of
appointment
men.
want
The
home
523, corner of Sixth street and
given the territorial offices, and had
At 11 o'clock Pastor Frederick Vln
Bernard Apodaca
Tm
reavenue.
particular pledges as to the successor Smith is a direct violation of the
Chavez Inft Fisher will preach on "John Wes
Rodolph
Stanlsla
declaraplatform
publican
national
1 19 SOUTH SECOND STREET
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
ot Judge McMillan.
Orle Abell Uy. the Man."
Lutold
Pronlitpnt Rootevelt intimated that tion In favor of home rule for terrlclose in; cheap, 309 and 309 West
Open Evenings
In the afternoon at 3 o'clock a great
Austrian officers:
Mall orders receive prompt attention
Railroad avenue.
this Dlace had been promised to tories.
Harry Dodson mass meeting of all the Methodist
Gerard
friends of Judge Smith some time ago.
Michael McGinnls churches In the city and vicinity will FOR RENT FTom May 1 to Sept 1,
William Tell
PHOENIX PLANING MILL.
the Highland Hotel will rent rooms
and explained that the appointment
Leo Bordanier be held, and members of other denomi
Albert, his son
Laving been made could not be revok- Plenty of Work and New Machinery Melctal, Ernl's father
at $10.00 per month and up.
Orie Abell nation are Invited. There Is to be an
of
the
Renlson
by
Robert
Rev.
ed, whereupon Delegate Rodey flared
address
Patriots In league with Tell:
for Thia Plant.
FOR SALE.
up and told the president that the peowrence Kelehe ? Episcopal church on the gospel of
Things are humming now a days at Krnl
Wholesale Dealer In
ple of New Mexico will fight Judge the Phoenix planing mill on Gold ave- Furst
Joseph Walsh John Wesley. A love feast will fol roK riAL.li; Several nundred pounds
of old papers, good for wrapping
Smith's confirmation in the senate to nue, which all goes to show that this Verner
Frank Bofetrlght low, which will be conducted by Rev
purposes, cheap. Address, The Citi
Mr. Hodgson, of the Methodist Epis
VI. Provencher
the bitter end, and will do everything ropular plant does the work entrusted Sentinel
Albucuerque. N. M.
ten.
In their power to have the senate turn to
Miss A. Gerard copal Church South.
Emma, Tell's wife
v.'r- - ,i.E- - 013 papers, 26 cents per
them in O. K. shape.
. .
The evening Bervice will be a faredown the president's appointment.
Austrian officers, archers, and solr i.' .: at the Citizen offlce.
Fittings that have been ordered from
and
C.
Beattie
Prior to the stormy Incident Dele, the outside cities are now made at this diers, villagers, citizens, mountaineers, well one to Revs. T.
PERSONAL.
T.obert Renlson.
gate Rodey Introduced to the president mill. A band snw, a new shaper and ttc.
Ishmael Sparks, mayor of Santa Fe, other modem machinery have recently
The "Welcome Song" Is adapted to
WOULD YOU MARRY IF SUITED?
Agents for Letup's St. Louis Drought and Hottled Beers;
Tuts, Bruises and Burns Quickly
ampa.
another prominent citizen of the terri been added. Contractor Hesselden the overture
The boys' pa- so, send for best Matrimonial PaIf
Healed.
tory. Their object in seeing the presi- supplied
also Hunter Rye, Old Plantation and Edgewood Whiskies,
per published. Mailed FREE. J. G.
the new Barnett building wlthjtriotic song, introduced in the second
Chrmberlain's Pain Ba'm Is an an
proca
urge
to
issue
was
to
him
dent
all the doors, window sashes and In- - wt of William Tell, follows melodies tiseptic liniment, and when applied
Gunnels. Toledo, Ohio.
auses
lamation turning over to Santa Fe the side wood work. A dozen or more from the opera. "La Fllle de Regl-me- to cuts, bruises and burns,
to heal without maturation and
old military reservation in that city.
are kept constantly at work and n.ent." These numbers were tran-w- them
Wood seat arm rockers, $2.25; coomuch more quickly '.nan by the usual
arranged
The reservation was abandoned some
occasion
for
the
and
scribed
humming
that things are
ler seat arm rockers, $2.50, cane seat
by all druggists.
reiterate
For
treatment.
saie
PRICES GIVEN ON APPLICATION
years ago and some time ago the war now a days at the Phoenix planing, ' Prof. C. O. Burg, of Pittsburg, Pa.
o
sewing rockers, $1.50; cots, $1.75 and
indepartment turned It over to the
up; Iron beds, $3.75 and up; steel foldNatatorlum.
Girl singers: The Misses Mary Fink,
n)1l
I
folding beds
.
terior department for sale. It is claim
Mamie Walsh. Kate Rawlins, Sadie
Open every day Irom 10 to 10. Fri ing bed couches and steel
ed that the precident has full light to
Prof. James G. McNary. publisher of strain. Vivian Brown, Nora Stevens, day afternoon for ladies only. Warm In great variety and prices the lowest; ,
Albuquerque, N. Mex.
or time. Futrelle Furniture Co
109 South First Street
dispose of the property to the city of a Las Vegas exchange, and his broth- - Mary Balling, Elma Provencher, Har- - water;
504 North cash
elegant plunge.
viaduct.
of
end
West
Santa Fe. The land is muc h desired er, J. R. McNary, of Pittsburg, Pa., riet Notley, Irene Burke, Annie An First street. Phone 501.
0
for public schools, and for that pur- came In from the north last night and toine. Frances Hogan. Mary Weineke
WANTED
Clean cotton rags for ma
inpose is worth much more than its
chine purposes at The Citizen office
Subscribe for The Citizen.
both proceeded south, the former to El and Mildred Strain.
Price 4 cents per pound.
trinsic value.
Boy singers: Ralph Keleher. Joseph
Paso, and the latter to Bisbee, Ari-- '
o
HEI'AIKEH OF
The president is giving the request zona.
Illpsher, A. Walsh, Orle Abell, Frank
Elgin, Monarch and Cluett shorts
consideration.
all the new color combinations ami
President Upsets Plans of Knox.
white, pleated. $1.00 and $2.60. SIIt was learned today that President
MON STERN, the Railroad avenue
that
Aent Atrmotor Win ! Mills and Kepairs
Upon your fcoex wife using
clothier.
Roosevelt only yesterday decided to
back breaking machine
ancient
fob Carpentering and
appoint Clement C. Smith to the New
when it U so tiy to get a modem
BubscrlVa for The Citizen.
Mexico Judgeship to succeed McMillan
White that
An arrangement had been made by
l&snute CoiiQh
Attorney General Knox to transfer to
Residence 717 S. Edith St
LOOKS VELL,
Coughs.
Cold Q" croup. Leave orders at Dunbar's office.
For
Judge McMillan's place Judge Louis
SEWS WELL and
Rnlxtiaeher now associate justice of
LASTS WELL.
the supreme court of Porto Rico, who
formerly resided In New Mexico.
Judge Sulzbacher is now in Washington, having been summoned by Attorij
ney General Knox, who believed the
transfer would be authorized by the
All Hard Wood, Charcoal Filled, White Enamel lined
president. Wbeu the president learn-e- J
orCar Load Just Received
,
A large share of the evils and suf strength to the Important female
that the scheme had been all fixed
years, medi
experience
of
gans.
reThe
to
liable
women
are
which
ferings
up without his knowledge, he showed
cal testimony end letters from tens of
9 v
indignation and at once destroyed the sult from special female weaknesses
women, point to
of
entering
thousands
cured
girl
the
From
diseases.
and
as
order prepared by Knox, and
woman who arrives Paine's Celery Compound as woman's
promptly appointed Judge Smith, to womanhood to the
or "Change Mend and life giver. Mrs. W. I. West,
Climacteric
Grand
the
prora-Ueat
whom he had over a year ago
ailments Fremont. Neb., writes thus:
troubles,
The No. 25 Whit it own her has th
the first acaney in a territorial of Life." there are
"I used Paine's Celery Compound
in
often
borne
too
irregularities
popular fweU front, golden oak quarter
and
court. Judge Sulzbachir will return
Ice Ticks and Ice Shredders Etc. Full Line of Gasosawed wood work, with automatic lift
silence which undermine the health for female troubles and general debilto Porto Rico.
medgreat
of
deal
con" ity. I have taken a
uul ill the latest ImorovcmenU. It's
line Stoves and Summer Kitchen Utensils.
Delegate Rodey today called on Sen and result in disease. Where such
help the poor icine during the last ten years, but
Heaven
finest machine out.
the
exist.
ditlon8
Judge
brought
who
Burrows,
ator
perils none of them of such value as Paine's
Smith's case before the president yes sufferers to fully realize their
I believe it Is the
Celery Compound.
terday, and in very hot language de and dangers!
nerves and the
for
the
medicine
best
ordinary
well
that
known
Co.
is
It
Futrelle
nounced the Michigan senator for dar
WHOLESALE HARDWARE,
to build troblues from which women suffer that
falls
often
too
treatment
ap
Mexico
New
in
ing to interfere
Albuquerque, New Mexlro
Viaduct
of
End
West
11,
won
First Btieet
system of wo- I ever used."
He said he did not in- up the delicate nervous
polntments.
Coal Avenue
and
Cor.
6econd
Street
necessary
and
tone
terfere in Michigan and warned Sena man and Elve
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ST. MARY'S

SCHOOL

Great Phoney
Saving Sale

Men's and Boy s' Cothing
Furnishing Goods
Mats, Shoes and Trunks

1

i

i

INVENTORY

4

.

0. W. STRONG'S SONS
FURNITURE AND ACCESSORIES

Ml

-

'

Men

Nothing

Golden Rule Dry Goods Go,

We have

surprise
to spring on July
in the way of prices
are in
anything in
way

Wait Until Tiien

...Nothing Helps

WILLIAriS'

Pharmacy..

$L-20-

Wedding Presents for June Brides

I

'

new-hous-

Ti-jer-

Y. MAYNARD

..Bachechi & Giomi..
WINES, LIQUORS, CIGARS
AND BAR SUPPLIES .

c

--

e

.

D. A.

Wind Mills and Pumps

TRUE AND UNFAILING HEALTH
FOR SUFFERING WOMEN.

DUITMAN
Painting

light-runnin- g,

Cure

tine

PAINE'S CELERY COMPQUNl

Re frigera tors
Alaska World's
Best"

THE WORLD'S MEDICINE FOR THE CURE
OF FEMALE TROUBLES.

"The

IN

WHITE MOUNTAIN

Ice Cream Freezers

d

Furniture

WHITNEY CO

THE ALBUQUERQUE

CITIZEN,
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THURSDAY

MEETINGS

Pleasure
and Style
Is What it Means to You When You Get One of Our Vehicles
LOW P1IICF8 AND FASY TEKMS
Look over our large stock of all kinds of Vehicles, Harnesses, Saddles and Saddlery. We have w hat you want at money saving prices

J. KORBER & CO.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

STATEMENT OF CONDITION
OF THE

I

Union

TO LOAN
HONEY
On
Pmnos, organs.

Lotifm
Church

Furniture,
Morses.
Wagons and other Chattels, ilso on
Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One
Knights Templars.
to twelve months time Is civen.
Stated conclave of Pilgrim
Wl.jout delay and strictly pstvate.
No. 3, Knights Templar, this Roods remain In your possession. GET
(Thursday) evening t 8 o'clock at Ma- OUR RATES before borrowing.
sonic hall. Visiting sir knights are
PRIVATE OFFICES,
cordially Invited. I. H. Chamlerlin,
OPEN EVENINGS.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
recorder.
Rooms 3 and 4 Grant HulMIng,
305 West Railroad Atenue.
Odd Fellows, Notice.
All patrairchs are requested to be
assumes Its original apearance, and topresent at the next regular meeting
day Mr. Menasco Is making a vigorous
of Albuquerque Encampment No. 4,
campaign against high sidewalks.
I. O. O. F., on Tursday, June 25, at 8
p. ni. sharp.
Work in R. P. degree.
Driven to Desperation.
Refreshments. I), G. Miller, scrlhe.
Living at an out of the way place,
remote from civilization, a family Is
often driven to desperation In case
Local Blacksmiths' Union.
in burns, cuts,
The Ulacksmiths' union of the Santa of accident, resulting Lay
wounds, ulcers, etc.
In a supply
railway
shops
Fe
meets on the first of Bucklen'8 Arnica Salve. It's the
and third Wednesdays of each month. bee on earth. 25 cents at all drug
A special meeting will he held on the stores.
o
first Wednesday of July.
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

9, 1903.

RESOURCES
$1,133,241 07
48,754 91
39,000 00

Loans and Discounts
Bonds, Stocks, Real EsUte
Banking House and Furniture
$365,000 00
United States Bonds
889,690 90
Cash and Exchange

1,254,690 90

LIABILITIES
Capital and Prif.ia
Circulation
Peposits

226,465 03
199,950 00
2,049,271 85

"
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Forty-eig-

ESTABLISHED 1878

of Good Time

Mammoth

tbm Largest
Carrt
and float Bztaaalva
tack af
Staple O rocclei
aatjtbwaat.
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ten'
FARfl AND FREIOHT WAGONS,
Car lata

apaciatt.

a

Albuquerque

Railroad Avenue

CURIOSITY

OLD

I

SHOP

FREE MUSEUM

Labor

ABE GOLD, Proprietor

San Francisco Street,
Corner Burro Alley, 8anta Fe,

311-C1- 7

N. M.

Wholesale and Retail Dealer In

rm
.

--

INDIAN AND
MEXICAN CURI08

toy

The largest and best stock of
Indian Baskets, Blankets, Pottery, Etc., In the country.
Mexican Drawn Work a Specialty.
Don't fall to call and see us
when in the city.

SEND

FOR

CATALOGUE

TIIIKD 8TKEIST

Meat Market
Allk0rrrcsh and salt Meats.
ifEAM SAUSAGE FACTORY.

EMIL KLEINWORT,
MASONIC BUILDING.
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Albuquerque, New Mexico
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OLIVER
TYPEWITER, THE STANDARD VISIBLE WRITER.
IF INTERESTED IN ANY WAY IN THE BEST WOtlK FROM THE BEST
MACHINE. A POSTAL CARD WITH YOoR ADDESS WILL BE
THOROUGHLY APPRECIATED. ADDRESS,

OFFERED

te

te

Os0Cs0x eTo

m x

,OsjOaWaK54K3JC

ZEICxER CAFE
QUIOKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors

BAR AND CJLUB ROOMS
FINEST WHISKIES, IMPORTED A OOMESTIC WIN.
The Coolest and Hlghsst Grade of Lager serve.
Finest and Best Imported and Oomeetlo Cigars

n

iifwwwienosn

,

--

COGNAC

toaforj

- CROCKERY
'aVTrav

.

FURNITURE

DUPLEX

DSP-

and

SANITARY

MATTRESSES
CAMPING

OUTFITS

M.

Albuquerque,

J.-
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BOON

TO

INVALIDS!

Roofing, Guttering and Repairing

&

a

tataiatat ataataaat
Light, Handsome, Easily

Also a Fine Line

The Sanitary Aluminum SPIT CUP
a
m

1
1
1
v

J. H

Cleaned!

of....

POCKET SPIT CUPS

...

in Quantity

O'RIELLY & CO.,
If

'

uiai La

AND BRING THE

BABIES

0'ii

Avenut

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXK O.
U

S

DEPOSITORY

Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, ToJ
peka and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
Authorized Capital
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits

.$500,000.00
$200,000.00

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice president; Frank McKee, cashier;
H. F. Raynolds,
AH. McMillan.

SPRING SHIRTS
Fancy St. iped
Manhattan Shirts
&

Wilson: Pure Linen

Shiits

BALBRIGGAN UNDERWEAR

You've been promising yourself a good
time. You'll find it at
the fair grounds, July
4th and 5tht

ysw

117

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Ear.

St.OO'Jo S2.SO a suit

Pajamas at all prices

Fancy Hose In all styles

BATHING SUITS for MEN AND BOYS

Sweet. Orr Pants and Overalls
Nelson S3. SO Shoes

AND FILLERS

COR. SECOND ST. A GOLD AVE.
OLD 'RMONk.
NKWrHONLXIS ff
erroTBT5T5X8XB BTSitfTS V!? iT5 54 rtFtT
?rrToToTriJTTroT5
Z

J

Borradaile & Co.,

Plain White

Fourth

YORAN

NEW AND SECOND HAND

YOUR

Glorious

New Mexico
XlIllXXXTTXTXIXIXXXXIIIIXIXIIXIXXXIIIIIIIXIXIIIXIIIIx

AHES, Proprietor.

Iron Work to Order

Ever given in the greaj
Southwest, with a j
stupendous pyrotechnic display on the
night of the

rxxxxxxxxxxxix

HAVE YOU SEEN THE NEW

e.

All Kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet

STREET

EVER

up-to-da-

up-to-da-

5

FIREWORKS

N. THIRD BTRPhl

Dealer in Stoves, Tin and Granite Ware
15 SECOND

UES

We are showing the latest patterns direct from the
leading carpet manufacturers -- all new and
goods for
people. We want you to examine
our goods and prices in Linoleum, Oil Cloth, Matting
anl rugs. Wo offer some special good values and can
6ave you money.

celebration

LIGHT

5HEET AND METAL WORKS
a.

I

j

VAL- -

1

ALHUQUERQUE
T.

COPVKIONr

I

Two

Put Up In Rolls Complete With Fixtures tor Laying. Dura- y
oiiiiv uuariiniecH-- . wrrno tor Booklet an. Samples
U

C. BALDRlDGL,

MADE

SO THE BEST CARPET

(

NEEDS NO PAINTING.

J.

I

Two

MALTHOID - ROOFING

0

T

IN ALBUQUERQUE AND AL.

(UJmiioBV

Miss I a lira Zinth, of Helen, Is In the

EVER

CAR-PE-

I

ESTABLISHED 1859

fed J

DISPLAY

city visiting and shopping.
Hon. M. S. Otero was a passenger
for Santa Fe this afternoon on the
first of the delayed trains.
A. E. Powell, route agent of the
Wells, Fargo Express company, has
returned from an official trip up north.
Mrs. S. D. Saunders, who was at
Roswell on a visit to her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Ralnhart, has returned to the
city.
Retail Merchants' Association.
Superintendent Frank Easley, of the
Special meeting of the Retail Mer- New
Mexico division, who was In the
chants' association will be held at city since yesterday, left this afterCabinet hall Friday evenlnlg, June 26, noon going north.
at 8 o'clock. Matters of Importance
D. C. Holart, of Silver City, who has
to all, merchants will be taken up. mining Interests in New Mexico, passEvery member and merchant desiring ed through
the city on a delayed pasto Join the association are requested senger train Tuesday for
the east.
4-to attend.
Rufus Goodrich, secretary to Superintendent I. L. Hibbard, of the AlbuYoung People's City Union.
Meeting of Young People's City un- querque Winslow division, has returnion Thursday evening, June 25, at 8 p. ed here from a month's outing on the
m., at Highland Methodist church. Im- Pacific coast.
Passenger trains of tonight will arportant matters Including election of
officers la to be transacted. Business rive a trifle more regular than In the
will le followed by an Interesting so- pasf several days. No 1 Is one hour
cial time. Come and show your Inter- and thirty minutes late, No. 7 on time,
est In the union and enjoy a pleasant No. 8 thirty minutes late.
days of Music,
Montague Stevens, the western Soevening. Miss Flekart, secretary.
corro county stock raiser and farmer,
came In today from the south on the
and Merriment
W. C. T. U.
The Woman's Christian Temperance delayed passenger train, to visit Mrs.
Union will hold a parlor meeting at Stevens, who Is sojourning In the city.
Mrs. W. H. Bartlett and Miss P. L.
the home of Mrs. Downs, 606 South
Robertson passed through the city late
H M M H
Arno street, on Friday afternoon.
yesterday afternoon for Santa Fe, afKodol Gives Strength
ter a ten days' visit at Zunl, Acoma
by enabling the digestive organs to di- and the Enchanted Meea In
Valencia
gest, assimillate and transform all of
days of Racing,
the wholesome foou that may be eaten county.
A carload of Coaabella valley, CaliInto the kind of blood that nourish.!
the nerves, feeds the tissues, hardens fornia, cantaloupes passed tnrough
Baseball and
.he muscles and recuperates the or
city on the delayed train from the
gans of the entire body. Kodol Dys-- the
c,,-- .
npn.ii
inHiHnn hv..,:... I soutn th,s afternoon, en route to Chi
Fireworks
sla, catarrh of the stomach and all cago and Kansas City markets. Exstomach disorders.
Sold by B. H. press Agent W. D. McFerran and force
Brlggs & Co. and S. Vann & Son.
were buhy
the car.
I
Mrs. H. Doyle,
of Leaven worth,
BILLY MENASCO'S NOSE.
iM vH M iM
Kansas, and Juanita. daughter of D. J.
It Came in Contact With Hard Ground Rankin, left this afternoon for the for- Last Night.
mer's home. Mrs. Doyle has been in
Billy Menasco, the well known clerk, the city some time visiting her daughdays of ConIs no lover of high sidewalks, and If ter, Mrs. Rankin. Miss
Juantta will
ever
he
breaks Into the city council as spend the summer with her granda member he proposes to have all the mother.
tinuous Picnic iHotiM
grades In the city on a level with the
A boy at Holbrook got to monkeyground, regardless of the opinion of ing around ...e cars last night,
civil engineers and surveyors. He has Just as the train moved away he fell
just cause for a kick, and if any one from the platform of a car. Result,
doubts the assertion just call 011 Billy one leg run over and he was otherand take a peep at his well defined wise Injured. Dr. Brown, the comnose. Last night, or rather early this pany's physician, came down to Holmorning, Billy meandered to his room brook on today's No. 2, and no doubt
Absolutely the FIRST Exhibition of
on West Gold avenue, after having amputated
the boy's leg.
spent several hours with friends disJ. E. Hanway, traveling representacussing the . good qualities of the tive for the Topeka State Journal,
and
Eagles, when he struck one of the
e
DAY
son, were In the city yesterday and
high sidewalks and before ue last night. Mr. Hanway was a passencould say Jack iiohlnson his mine whs ger on one of the
trains, which
plowing into the hard ground. He were held at Cerrlllos and Waldo, day
picked himself up as neatly and scien- iH'fore yesterday, and one of
the unfortifically as possible, under the circum- tunates, who went all day without anystances, and on brushing off tho dirt thing to eat just liecause of a Utile
continued to his room. The looking inexperience and misjudgment on the
glass revealed to him the fact that his part of some misguided official, who
nose hal got the worst of the fall. It underestimated the magnitude of
the
will be several days before that nose Herlow freight
wreck.

rre

GOLD'S

YOU SEE THE FINEST

Mirth

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Flour, drain
dtid Provisions.

CARPETS

at the

Two

L. B. PUTNEY,

for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
House Furnishing Goods.

When You Look at Our

Hours

ht

JULY

$2,475,686 88

"OLD RELIABLE"

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING

ALBUQUERQUE

$2,475,686 88

Albert Faber

Headquarters

Journal-Democra-

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

00

COMING

Cora-mandr- y

Fourth of July Committees.
A meeting of the advertising committee Is called to he held at the office
t
of the
on Thursday
evening. H. B. Ilening, chairman.
All members of the entertainment
committee of the Fourth of July Cen-t.-.- l
I.alxr union picnic are to meet
I.i the hall over the Cabinet saloon
c:: Friday night. Billy Berry, chairman.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
at rendered to Comptroller at close of business, June

ft

PERSONAL PHOPERTY LOANS.

Comfort

Corner First St. and Copper Ave.

DAILY

I
The Leading Clothier In New Mexico

THE ALBUQUERQUE
SANTA

LIVELY

Fishing for Dead

Body-Husb-

RUNAWAY.

Krom the New Mexican.

body-cleanin-

Prof. Clinton J. Crandall of the Unit
ed States Indian Industrial school this
sfnt two pmnloyes of the
school to Morlarty station on the San
ta Fe Central railway to aid In the
search for the body of Taylor Pave
the young Shoshone Indian, who was
drowned In the lake near Morlarty
while bathing on Sunday evening last.
The Santa Fe Central Rallrway com
pany also sent two experienced men
to the locality with similar orders.
Everything possible Is being done for
the recovery of the body of the unfortunate young man. as Professor Cran
dall is especially desirous of giving the
corpse decent burial. By this time It
Is too nint h decomposed to be returned
to t tie young man's parents on the Sho
shone reservation in Idaho.
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"sweat" is what the Bible and we common peoPerspiration
ple call it is a way nature has of driving out of the body refuse
that has no business there. We sweat more in summer, because,
in the overheated bowels, undigested food ferments more quickly
than in winter and produces irritating acids and gases. The bowels,
overworked, try to relieve themselves by violent convulsions
causing terrible gripes and colics, and diarrhoeal discharges so acid
as to make you sore, and leaving the intestines weak and worn ui:.
by sending the filth out through tiv
Nature assists
pores of the skin.c It is not safe to stop perspiring altcg' tlu r tit
most of the impure matter should be sent out by natural movetv;
ments of the bowels, and the offensive,
sweat done awav with. Keep your bowels strong all umnn r with
the pleasant, candy cathartic CASCAUKTS, that clean the system
and don't allow the excrement to(be sweated out through the
pores. Take a tablet every night, before going to bed. They
work while you sleep and make you feel fine and cool all day.
"ever sola in
Bft for the Bowels. All druggists, toe, 5c
bulk. The cenuine tablet Mumped C. C. C. Guaranteed to cura

Ap-

peared Wilh Pistol.
EXCITING

CITIZEN,

DON'T GET IN A SWEAT

FE.

and

DAILY
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YOU NEVER USE

Residence, Automatic 'Phone aoy
Automatic 'Phone No. $16
Bell Telephone No. 1 1 5.
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LOCAL UNDERTAKER 8ANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

30MHERCIAL

linen-taiii'--

CLUB

BUILDINO.

WMWtaXtOOQQQCe

AMERICAN

B.

SILVER

RUPPE,

I
when your wasning comes oacs nuiu
Adnreaa
free.
8ample
particular laundry "Anti-swearand
booklet
monev
back.
or vaur
this
645
bterhog Remedy Co., Chicago or New York.
button holes, collar and cuff edges
have made us famous, and It is our
Summer Excursions to Colorado-Den- ver, purpose not to mar our reputation In
Subscribe for the Dally Citizen.
without prejudice to any further steps
$25.15 for round trip; Colothe plaintiffs may desire to take.
L1CTIT,
Mrs. Bamoiui, at ner parlors, No. rado Springs, $22.15 for round trip; the slightest degree. What wo can't
Case No. 281, Romel Barela vs. the 105 South First street, over the Hyde
COOL,
Mutual Telephone 43.
not
Is
work
laundry
way
of
o
In
the
of
Easy to Wear.
United States for the Barela land Expioring Expitlon store, is prepared Pueblo, $20.15 for round trip. Date
I r.et.lna
Nc pressure on
to
be
done.
Inclusive;
15,
1
to
October
No.
I
303 West Railroad Aven. e
grant in Dona Ana county was the tc give thorough scalp treatment, do sale June
I
Y 11 pt or Bark
Severest
1903.
31,
See
October
I
limit
final
return
corns,
bunion
I
I
dressllng,
treat
had
been
and
not
next case called
hair
Hernia'
Nounderstrap
Albuquerqu, N. 11.
iilh ComfocU I N aver uiovrv
completed at 3 o,clock yesterday af- - and Ingrcwmg nans, une gives mas- - local agent.
ae treatment and manicuring. Mrs. National Encampment Grand Army
,
ternoon.
Bambini s own preparations 01 com- of the Republic, San Francisco, Cal.,
I sell more of Chamberlain's Cough I plexlon cream builds up the skin and August 17 to 22, 1902. Dates of sale
Back of Postofflce.
Husband Appeared With Gun.
for by the Remedy than all similar preparations Improves the complexion, and are August 2 to 15 Inclusive; rate, $35.00;
A scene not arranged
put together and It gives the best sat guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
'r :nan's Board of Trade took place In
October 15, 1903.
Subscribe for The Citizen.
isfaction of any medicine I ever sold.
cures final return limit,
the Plaza last evening while festivities I guarantee every bottle of It. F. C. also prepares a hair tonic that falling
City, Coronado, Cal.
Tent
Coronado
and
hair
prevents
dandruff
MIXED PAIN
SAIPLE AND CLDB ROOL
were at their height. Sitting on one Jaqulth, Inland, Mich. This remedy Is and
We will have on sale to Coronado DEVOE'S READY
out; restores life to dead hair; reThursTuesday,
every
of the benches v.as a young man, well for sale by all druggists.
on
Beach,
Cal.,
moves moles, warts and superfluous
Finest
One Gallon Cover 300 Square Far
known here, and a young matron. The
balr. Give ber a trial. She also has day and Saturday during May, June,
Whiskies,
TWO COATS.
JOSEPH BAKNETT, Prop.
husband of the young matron appeared
a very fine tooth powder which shf July, August and September, 1902;
Brandies,
120 W. Railroad Ave., Albuquerque.
Wines, etc.
guarantees to be free from all metallic round trip tickets at rate of $35, limit
on the scene and at once drew a re
ARRIVALS AT THE HOTELS.
It perfumes tbe breath, ed to November 30, 1903; stopovers In L
substances.
volver and started toward the afore
hardens tbe gums and makes the teett either direction west of Barstow, Cal
said young man. who fled at full speed'
Alvarado.
clean and white. It Is highly recom For further Information call on ticket
A man sitting on a nearby bench saw
B. Fitch, Ross McMillan, M. K mended by all first class dentists. Al
Max
agent Atchison, Topeka & Sauta Fe
the irate husband draw his revolver
McMillan, Socorro; F. Lohmann, To so a face powder, a freckle cure, and
and called a policeman who arrived
National Educational Association,
of
cure.
pile
All
cure,
and
pimple
W. Hodges. W. H. Balthoff,
DEALERS IN
after the principals had left. Later ledo; F.
Mass. $63,60 for round trip
Boston,
vegeta
purely
are
preparations
Denver; John A. Ross, William White, these
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Choice
Albuquerque.
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the young man returned and was es
from
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tital.
Give ber
Vegas; W. D. Jackson, Los An- ble compounds.
telephone 490.
corted home under police protection. Las
rickets on sale June 30 to July 2, Inclu
Sayward, Miss Lockwood, Automatic
Provisions, Hay and Grain. Imported French and
Feed,
Flour,
geles;
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F.
slve. Original return limit may be ex
The Irate husband has not been found
B. Bretherton, Cerrlllos;
Chicago;
W.
Fourth
soncueu
for
Italian
Goods.
Sole Agents for San Antonio Lime.
Outside
orders
tended to September 1. 1903.
as yet.
G. J. Scharlach, New York; C. M. Tay of July FIRE WOKKS. Write to O. A.
Free
Delivery
to all Parts of the City.
So
United
Convention
International
Lively Runaway.
lor La Junta; A. F. Andres, Flagstaff. Matson & Co., and get the best.
Denver,
Endeavor,
Christian
of
247.
ciety
Old
'Phone
North Third Street,
o
A team of horses attached to a light
Colo. Round trip from Albuquerque
Citizen.
European.
The
for
Sturges'
Subscribe
vehicle owned by Jose Antonjo Anaya
$18.85. Tickets on sale July 1 to 10, InJ. M. McLeish, Chicago; J. J. May,
of Gallisteo ran away yesterday after Ben Weiller, Trinidad; Frank W.
FOR YOUR SUMMER OUTING.
culslve. Return limit good to leave
noon while in this city. The owner Brown,
Colorado July 19, 1903. Reduced rates
El Paso; C. A. Rutter, Den
KELLY
CO.
This season there will be numerous to California and Grand Canyon will be
had left the 'eblcle when the team ver; J. W. Akers and wife, Santa Fe;
started. Near the capltol building the F. C. Blumlein, Fort Madison; J. R. opportunities to travel with little out made during the meeting for the bene
lay for railroad fare. Reductions will
wagon collided with a telegraph pole
(Incorporated)
fit of tboee who may desire to extend
Teasdale, St. Louis; Simon Bibo, Sol
be made by the Santa Fe to Boston, their Journey.
SEE THE PRICES. 8EE THE GOOD
and was demolished. Being freed from Blbo, Grants.
mmmrnm
r
it
Baltimore, Detroit, Denver, Colorado
the Incumbrance of the vehicle the
International Convention Epworth
!
to
M0.0w
f6.B0
Harness
Springs, Pueblo, Los Angeles, San League, Detroit, Mich. Round trip
Hotel Highland.
horses Increased their speed and ran
j f WHOLESALE I
Farmers' Plow Harness, 17.60
H. Hunter, El Paso; D. Aber, W. F. Francisco, San Diego and many other from Albuquerque $51.25. Tickets on
until they were thoroughly tired. They
15.25 to $55.00
Saddles
points. Those named below are repre- sale July 13 and 14, with limit to per
eventually became separated and one I Hetzler, Las Vegas
ter
extended
Wool, Hides,
Leather, Dim
Saddles,
the
show
Cowboy
sentative,
and
of them was captured near the Claire
mit leaving Detroit as late as Aug. 15. Fine
Grand Central.
Oils, etc.
Axle
ters,
Collars,
will
rates
reduced
which
ritory
fat
to
l
hotel. The other animal was later
Grand Lodge B. P. O. E, Baltimore,
Amado Chaves, Amado Chaves, Jr.,
'
found near the Santa Fe depot.
We
handle
Albuquerque
16o
to
tl.Bt
at
o
sale
Tickets
Md.
Whips
Santa Fe; G. C. Gaither, El Pbho.
Excursion Rates to Coronado Beach, for $57.70 on July 16 and 17. Return
K. C Baking Powder,
An Old Soldier.
Navajo Blankets,
Metropolitan.
California Rates, including meals en limit to leave Baltimore, July 25
H'.S
t
Carleton Po3t, Grand Army of the
Curtice Canned Goods,
B. E. Home, Las Vegas.
route Grand Canyon side trip with hc-t-er Provision has been made for extension
Republic, held a well attended special
Colorado Lard anl Meats.
Albuquerqui
accommodations, and two weeks of such limit to leave there as late as 406 Railroad Avenue
meeting last night and added two mem
Chamberlain's Stomach tnd Liver board and lodging at Coronado Beach,
bers to its roster, making the present Tablets are Just what you need when with four additional weeks at $10 a July 31.
CXCAT BIND,Houses at
you
no appetite, feel dull after
Colorado and Utah Excursions.
membership
James Gar eatinghave
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M EAST LAS
and wake up with a bad taste week, Is desired. Single parties with Round trip tlcketa to Denver, Colorado
land, one of the recruits, has a civil In your mouth. They will Improve I standard Pullman, $107; two parties
VEGAS, N. M. AND QLOR-- I
may be purchased
war record as follows: Enlisted June your appetite, cleanse ana invigorate wIth atandard rullmau. $97.50: single Springs and Pueblo
ETA, N. M.
at Albuquerque for $25.15, $22.15 and
12, 1861, in Company H, Third United your stomach and give you a relish
your
by all druggist parties with tourist sleeper, $97; two $20.15 daily, to and Including August
food.
For
for
sale
States Infantry, discharged December
parties with tourist sleeper, $92.50. 15. Final limit October 31, 1903.
August 1, 1863, in
31, 1862;
BADLY CUT UP.
Dates of sale, June 1 to August 31,
East Bound Excursions. June 30 to
the Second District of Columbia Volun
Inclusive; limit, two months from date July 9, inclusive:
Chicago, $51.50
teers; discharged September 12, 1865, Two Men Free With Their Knives at of sale. Tourist limit of ten days each
Kansas City, $39.00; St Louis, $46.59
John C. Martin, the other recruit, was
Galisteo.
way with stopovers.
Omaha, $40.55; Des Moines, $43.76;
In a drunken fight at Galisteo
born In 1848. He enlisted January 6.
St. Paul and Minneapolis, $49.75;
night Pedro Lopaz and Darlo Mora
1865, and was discharged October 1
on San Diego Bay is an Ideal
Memphis, Tenn., $48.90; Atchison and
RIO GRANDE WESTERN
DENVER & RIO GRANDE
1865. After the meeting was closed both citizens of that town, were bad
summer resort. The climate
Leavenworth the same as Kansas City.
RIO GRANDE A SANTA FE
RIO GRANDE SOUTHERN
Judge McFie, post commander. Invited ly cue. Mora went to Dr. Palmer's of
is perfect Open June 1 to
Call at local ticket office.
September 30, under managethe comrades to form In line and fice at this place, and had his wounds
For descriptive literature, reservament of Hotel del Coronado.
march to the Plaza to get rations of dressed. He will probably lose the
THE POPULAK LINE TO
tion
of sleeping car space, or further
Full information regarding
use of one hand as the arm Is cut half
coffee and Ice cream.
Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek, Leadville, Glen-woo- d
particulars about events advertised
excursion rates, charges at
The other
off Just below the elbow.
agent
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Springs, Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
tent city, etc., from
here, or for rates to other points
Wanted.
man was badly cut on different parts
for other occasions, apply to
We would like to asK, through the
City,
Ogden, Butte, Helena, San Francisco,
brought
columns of your paper, If there Is any of the body but has not been
F. L. MYERS,
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Portland, Tacoma, Seattle, and also
Angeles,
Los
person who has used Green's August in yet.
Agent A., T. & S. F. Railway.
Colorado, Utah and New Mexico
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all
the
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Flower for the cure of indigestion,
Startling Evidence.
July 4 and 5 Labor union picnic at
dyspepsia, and liver troubles that has
. . . .TOWNS AND MINING CAMPS. . . .
Fresh testimony In great quartlty la
Have you a farm and do you
the fair grounds. Base ball, racing and
not been cured and we also mean constantly
coming In, declaring Dr.
want to trade It for a grocery
sports of all kinds.
their results, such as sour stomach, Clng's New Discovery for consumption.
The Tourists' Favorite Route to all Mountain Resorts. The only
tore?
formentatlon of food, habitual cos Coughs and Colds to be unequaled A
No. 6492.)
line passing through Salt Lake City en routs to Pacifls Coast.
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Publication.
for
Notice
Have you a horse and do you
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Then I began taking Dr. King's
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settler
all civilized countries, and we wUh to fited.
New Discovery, and a few bottles
want to exchange It for a
correspond with you and send you one wholly
A. S. HUGHES, Gen. Traffic Man.
of his Intention to make final proof in
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cured me." Equally effective
"ameraf
of our books free of cost. It you never In curing all lung and throat troubles,
Denver, Colo.
support of his claim, and that said
Denver Colo.
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tried August Flower, try a
Agent, Denver Colo.
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and
Gen.
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is the matter with you. The
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Earth's greatest wonder the
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prove his continuous residence upon
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ico, is in Hillsboro, Sierra
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Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

with the law. The
tained and cancellation recommended.
The United States vs. George W.
Wilson, homestead entry; 40 acres In
Colfax county, sold as additional
homestead. Charges of fraud In execution of papers were filed by a special agent. Rejection of the application
recommended.
The United States vs. Fred L.
Braum, homestead entry No. 6459. 180
acres in Leonard Wood county. Special agent's charge of failure to comply
with the law sustained and cancellation of entry recommended.
The United States vs. Bertie A.
Johnson, homestead entry No. 6505,
160 acres In Leonard Wood county.
Charge of special agent alleging fail
ure to comply with the law sustained
and cancellation recommended.
The contest case of the United
States vs. Minnie Baca, homestead en
try No. 4783, 160 acres In San Miguel
county, was tricl before K. L. M. Ross,
United States commissioner at Las Ve.
gas. The special agent's charge of
failure to comply with the law was
sustained.
Permits to Graze.
Messrs. Saunders and Dittman wero
todiy granted permission to graze 500
cuttle In the Battlement mesa forest
reservp of Colorado. The secretary of
the Interior has approved selections
made by the territory of New Mexico
of 2,238 acres In las Cruces land district, to be used for a miners' hospital

OTHERS.

The better clasn of druggists, everywhere, are men of cientific attainments and high integrity,
vrho devotn their lives to the welfare of their fellow men in pupplying the best of remedies and
purest medicinal agents of known value, in accordance with physicians' prescriptions and
scientific formula. Druggists of the better class manufacture many excellent remedies, but

always under original or officinal names and they never sell false brands, or imitation medicines.
They are the men to deal with when in need of anything in their line, which usually includes
s
all standard remedies and corresponding adjuncts of a
pharmacy and the finest and
best of toilet articles and preparations and many useful accessories and remedial appliances.
The earning of a fair living, with the satisfaction which arises from a knowledge of the benefits
conferred upon their patrons and assistance to the medical profession, is usually their greatest
reward for long years of study and many hours of daily toil. They all know that Syrup of
Figs is an excellent laxative remedy and that it gives universal satisfaction, and therefore they
are selling many millions of bottles annually to the well informed purchasers of the choicest
remedies, and they always take pleasure in handing out the genuine article Waring the full
name of the Company California Fig Fyrap Co. printed on the front of every package.
They know that in cases of colds and headaches attended by biliousness and constipation and
of weakness or torpidity of the liver and bowels, arising from irregular habits, indigestion, or
that there is no other remedy so pleasant, prompt and beneficial in its effects as
Syrup of Figs, and they are glad to sell it because it gives universal satisfaction.
Owing to the excellence of Syrup of Figs, the universal satisfaction which it gives and the
immense demand for it, imitations have been made, tried and condemned, but there are
individual druggists to be found, here and there, who do not maintain the dignity and principles
of the profession and whose greed gets the better of their judgment, and who do not hesitate
to recommend and try to sell the imitations in order to make a larger profit. Such preparations
sometimes have the name " Syrup of Figs" or "Fig Syrup" ar.J of some piratical concern,
or fictitious fig syrup company, printed on the package, but they never have the full name of
the Company California Fig Syrup Co. printed on the front of the package. The imitations
should be rejected because they are injurious to tho system. In order to sell the imitations
they find it necessary to resort to misrepresentation or deception, and whenever a dealer passes
off on a customer a preparation under the name of "Syrup of Fips" or "Fig Syrup," which
does not bear the full name of the California Fig Syrup Co. printed on the front of the package,
he is attempting to deceive and mislead the patron who has been so unfortunate as to enter his
establishment, whether it be large or small, for if the dealer resorts to misrepresentation and
and deception in one case he will do so with other medicinal agents, and in the filling of
physicians' prescriptions, and should lie avoided by every one who values health and happiness.
Knowing that the great majority of druggists are reliable, we supply the immense demand
for our excellent remedy entirely through the druggists, of whom it may be purchased everywhere, in original packages only, at the regular price of fifty cents per bottle, but as exceptions
exist it is necessary to inform the public of the facts, in order thnt all may decline or return
any imitation which may be sold to them. If it does not bear the full name of the Company
California Fig Syrup Co. printed on the front of every package, do not hesitate to return the
article and to demand the return of your money, and in future go to one of the better class ot
druggists wno will sell you what you wish and the best of everything in his line at reasonable prices.
first-clas-

ABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNALILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE
WILL INPROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY.
AT
LOWEST
IN
THE BEST COMPANIES
SURE YOUR PROPERTY
TAXES
COLLECTED.
RENTS
HOUSES RENTED.
RATES.
RESIFOR
PROPERTY
PAID AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF
DENTS TND

AND MINING

over-eatin- g,

MANAGER OF

Albuquerque Abstract Company
BANK.

NEXT DOOR TO FIRST NATIOONAL
NEW TELEPHONE 222.

Albuquercue foundry and Mschine Works
ft. P. HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Puller
Grade Bars, Babbitt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M
FOUNDRY 8IDE RAILROAD TRACK

B. A. SLEYSTER.
ACCIDENT INSURANCE.
FIRE INSURANCE,
REAL ESTATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
12-1-
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Summer Excursions via the D. A R. G.
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
Railroad.
Beginning June 6 the Denver St Rio
Grande railroad will sell summer ex
cursion tickets from Santa Fe at the Land Office Business-Bucke- ys
Land
following very low prices:
Santa Fe to Denver and return, and Uvi Stock Company Organized.
BUJLDER

Kieinwort'i

street He has the nicest

meats In the city.

JOHN HART

i

AND

CONTRACTOR

122.65.

Santa Fe to Pueblo and return,

Doors and Window Soreens.
All Kind

Go IVeot to the Ocean
California Sum mar Climate I rineet In the World

SHOPln the

Omntm

r

&3nTil
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"

Albuqumrqy

Santa Fe to Colorado Springs and
return, $17.66.
Santa Fe to Glenwood Springs and

of Jobbing.

alley of First National

Bank Building.

Cool Trip on tho Santa Fe

Surf bathing, ocean breezes, snow capped Sierras. You can buy
a combination round trip ticket to San Diego this summer Including railroad and Pullman fare, meals en route, one day at
Grand Canyon, and two weeks' board and lodging at Coronado
Tent City at a very low price. Tent City Is a popular Southern
California summer seaside resort.
Write for full particulars
about this delightful vacation trip.
Atehlton.
mmm
r. L. Myra
Top0km
at6
A
Aaaat

119.66.

W. H. HAHN

COAL DEALER

o

Cerrillos and Gallup Domestic Lum,
Coal, (5.00 per ton.
Anthracite Nut, $7.50 per ten.
Anthracite, larger sizes, 17.76 p

ton.
Wood and Kindling, all sizes.

Yard and Office: 107 East Rallroai
avenue; uptown office, Armljo bldg.
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The El Paso'& Southwestern

Telephone:

Automatic,

410

am

267; Bell, 48,
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W.

L TRIMBLE &

CO.

Second street, between Kallrcad
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Horse and Moles bought and tittaei
U.
Livery, Bale, Feed and
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The SHORT LINE to the

Great Copper Belt of Southern
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General Passenger Agent,
El Paso, Texas.
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Old Ocean's Breezes I
Superb Fishing, Bathing
golfing, bowling, boating
and everything to make
summer life delightful
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The Themometer is
Seldom Higher Than

80 in Mexico City

This "Paris of Latin America" is situated over six thousand feet
above the level of the sea, and the heat of the lower altitudes is never
experienced.
Although not generally known summer Is the very best
of seasons to visit the "Land of Mailana."
The daily afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, so cools
the atmosphere as to make the evenings and nights lovely.
Between" the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of our
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy mornings,
and the cooling sea breezes of day, one becomes so entranced with
the beauty of this country as to never forget his trip under "The
White Umbrella."

lie Mexican

Is prepared to furnish you with the best of accommodations
points In Mexico. Call on address,

W. D. MURDOCK,
A. G. & P. A., Mexico.

W. C. MEAD,
C. A., 1 Paso.

If

FRENCH TANSY WAFERS.
Ladles can depend upon secart
permanent relief from Irregular
painful periods by using these wafei
Safe and aure at all times.
Avoid worthless substitutes by pur
chasing only from our agent.
tans Toilet Co., Lowell, Mass., 1m
porters.
W. Y. Walton, prescription druggist,
corner Railroad avenne and Tblrs
street, Albuquerque, N. M., sole agent
tor Bernalillo count"

Nothing has ever equalled it
Nothing can, ever surpass it.

Dr. King's
New Discovery

Central

MH'MPTIUH
mm a

to all

C. R. HUDSON,
O. F. & P. A., Mexico

01 wit

DO YOU EAT?
If so call on D. Weiller & Co. Their
groceries are always fresh. Gold avenue, between First and Second streets.

Don't wait until you have put In

three or four days of foot discomfort.
You will have to buy summer shoes
Better buy them now and get
satisfaction.
Our
prices and styles are right and we
shall be pleaeed to have you examine
them. C. May's popular priced Bhoe
store, 208 West Railroad avenue.
sure.

that much more

First class passenger trains out of El Paso every morning at
9:30 on which we carry elegant Parlor and Cafe cars on
which meals are served at moderate prices.
V. R. STILES,

return, $28.65.
Stopovers allowed at and north of
Pueblo and stopovers will be allowed
in either direction for parties desiring
to make any of the following side
trips at one fare for the round trip,
viz: Salida to points between Gunnison and Cimarron, Alamosa to all
points on Creede branch and from
to Pagosa Springs.
Tickets will be on sale until October
16th and are good returning until October 81.
J. B. DAVIS,
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
S. K. HOOPER,
Gen. Pass and Ticket, Agt.,
Denver, Colo.

SOc a f 1.N
ui.ua
A Perfect For All Throat and
Lung Troubles.
Cure :
Money back if It fail. Trial Bottles free.

Patronize home Industry get a suit
made from the products of the new
woolen mills.
Woolens In the piece
and measures taken at Simon Stern's,
the Railroad avenue clothier.
MONUMENTS.
All kinds of stone and marble work

CONTEST CASE OPINIONS.

The following homestead entry was,
made at the land office: George H.
Smith, Jr., Santa Rosa, 40 acres in
'
Leonard Wood county.
Incorporations.
Articles of Incorporation were filed
at the office of the territorial secretary today by the Buckeye Land and
Livestock company. The organization
Is authorized to raise sheep and livestock generally, to carry on a general
ranching and firming business and to
conduct a mercantile business In con
nection with the aforesaid enterprises.
The company is capitalized at $25,000,
which Is divided into that many shares
of the par value of $1 each. The term
of existence is fifty years and the prin
cipal place of business it at Ias Vegas.
The Incorporators are Dallas J. Os
borne and Hugh L. Davis, and they,
with Pearle M, Osborne, compose the
first board of directors.
Opinions in Contest Cases.
The register and receiver at the
United States land office have rendered opinions in the following contest
cases:
Mabel Holbrook vs. Daniel Armljo
homestead entry No. 6279, 160 acres In
Mora county.
It was recommended
that the entry be cancelled and that
Aimijo be givei the right to enter the
land Involved.
The United States vs. Crescendo
Baca, homestead entry No. 6533, ItiU
acres In Leonard Wood county. Charg

Prices moderate. Shop and yard cor
ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue

For sale by all dealers.
Price 60
Co., Buffalo, N.
cents. Foster-MllburY ., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan's and take
no substitute.
n

A ttenoua Mistake.
E. C. DeWui & o. is the name of
YESTERDAY'S BALL GAMES.
the Arm who make the genuine Witch
i.axel Salve. De Witt's is the Witch
American Association.
Hazel Salve that heals without leav
At Kansas City
ing a scar. It is a serious mistake to
5
use any other. DeWltt'a Witch Hasel Kansas City
Salve cures blind, bleeding, Itching St. Paul
4
and protruding piles, burns, bruises,
gameSecond
ecsema and all skin diseases, Sold by
4
B. H. Briggs & Co. and S. vann & Son. Kansas City
7
St. Paul
DEATH AT 8AN PEDRO.
At Indianapolis
1
Indianapolis
J. Jacoby, an Old Resident, Died
4
Columbus
Tuesday.
At Milwaukee
Special Correspondence.
4
Milwaukee
24
N.
M.,
Jacoby,
June
J. J.
Golden,
7
Minneapolis
an old resident of San Pedro, died yes
At Louisvill- eterday at 10 o'clock a. m. He took sick Louisville
7
on Monday noon while getting his mall Toledo
5
and only lived forty-twhours. Mr.
Jacoby came to San Pedro In 1892, and
Western League.
has been running a small grocery store
At Colorado Springs
Omaha-Coloradever since. He was in his 73d year,
Springs game post
and an old resident of the state of poned on account of rain.
R H E
Texas.
At Peoria
6
1
4
Mr. Jacoby was buried this forenoon Peoria
2
7 12
at 10 o'clock In the San Francis ceme- Kansas City
AUoway
tery at Golden. The funeral was largeand Wilson;
Batteries:
ly attended by San Pedro and Gol Hess and Messltt.
R H B
At Denver
den people, who respected the old gen6 21
2
Denver
tleman for his kindness to all the
7 14
0
Des Moines
Eighteen innings.
Batteries: Barber and Schlel; Morri
Caution?
This is not a gentle word but when son and Fohl.
you think how liable you are not to
R H B
At Milwaukee
6 10
1
purchase the only remedy universally Milwaukee
known and a remedy that has had the St. Joseph
9
6
1
largest sale of any medicine In the
Vallendorf and Lucia;
Batteries:
world since 1868 for the cure and Glade and Garvin and McConnell.
treatment of consumption and throat
R H B
Second game
and lung troubles without losing its
3
3
0
great popularity all these years, you Milwaukee
3
6
0
Joseph
St.
will be thankful we called your attenBatteries: Swormstedt and Lucia;
tion to Boscbee's German Syrup. There
are so many ordinary cough remedies Glade and Garvin and McConnell.
made by druggists and others that are
cheap and good for light colds perhaps,
American League.
but for severe cougus, bronchitis, croup
R H B
At Chicago
-- and
4
8
4
especially for sonsumptlon, Chicago
3
1
3
vhere there ts difficult expectoration Washington
tnd coughing during the nlghia and
Batteries: Owen and McFarland;
lornings, there Is nothing like German Orth and Drill.
iyrup. The
size has Just been
R H B
At St. Louis
ntroduced this year. Regular size, 76 St. Louis
8
1
4
cents. Ai all druggists. J. H. O'Klelly Philadelphia
2
3
8
Co.
Batteries: Donahue and Kahoe; Wad-de- ll
THEY WERE FROM SANTA FE.
and Shreck.
R H B
At Detroit
6
2
3
The Two Indians Killed In Wreck at Detroit
1
Hurlow Station.
6
2
Boston
Batteries: Deering and McGuire;
In the freight wreck near Waldo
station on the Santa Fe railway on Dineen and Crlger.
At Cleveland
R II E
Monday evening last. In which a fireS
3 10
man was killed, according to a dis- Cleveland
6 11
3
patch received by Superintendent Clin- New York
Abbott;
Bernhard
Batteries:
and
ton J. Crandall, of the United States
Indian Industrial school, at Santa Fe, Cbesbro and O'Connor.
Second game.
two Santo Domingo Pueblo Indians
7
2
3
Cleveland
stealing
were
were
also
a
ride
who
2
3
killed. Superintendent Crandall has New York
Batteries: Jobs and Bemis; Griffith
standing a very strict order to the
Indians to keep away from railroad, and Bevllie.
freight and passenger trains and not
His Last Hope Realized.
to steal rides on them. It seems, how- From the bentlnel, Gebo, Mont.
very
ever, that the Indians
often
In the first opening of Oakland to
these orders. It will be remem- settlers in 1889, the editor of this paper waa among wie many seekers after
bered that alKut a year ago in a rail- fortune who made
the big race on
road wreck near Thornton, three Pu- fine day In April. During his traveling
accieblo Indians were killed. These
about and afterwards his camping updents are not taken much to heart and on his claim, he encountered much
had water, which, together with th
are very easily forgotten by the
severe heat, gave him a very sever
diarrhoea which it seemed almost Impossible to check, and along In June
Worst of All Experience,
the case became so bad he expected to
anything
worse
feel
to
be
Can
than
die. One day one of his neighbor
that every minute will be your last? brought him one small bottle of ChamH.
S.
urs.
Such was the experience of
berlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
"For three Remedy as a last hope. A big dose
Newson, Decatur, Ala.
Insufyears," she writes, "I endured
was given him while he was rolling
ferable pain from Indigestion, stomach about on the ground In great agony,
Inand bowel trouble. Death seemed
and in a few minutes uie dose waa reevitable when doctors and all reme- peated. The good effect of the mediI
length
was Induced cine was soon noticed and within an
dies failed. At
to try Electric Bitters and the result hour the patient waa taking his first
was miraculous. I Improved at once sound sleep for a fortnight That on
and now I'm completely recovered." little bottle worked a complete cur,
For liver, kidney, stomach and bowel and he cannot help but feel grateful.
troubles Electric Bitters la the only The season for bowel disorders being
medicine. Only 60c. It's guaranteed by at band suggests this Item. For sal
all druggists.
by all druggists.
We are headquarters ror lac curOur linen display Is attractive; our
prices none the less so. Albert Faber, tains, draperies and portiere. Albert
Faber, 306 Railroad avenue.
Grant building.
o

o

HUE

H. Q. MAURINO & CO.

STRONG

WEILLER & CO.,
Agents for the finest brands of all
kinds of groceries in the territory. The
Gold avenue grocers.
D.

AGAIN.

You who once poaaeawed Hturdy phya-Ique- a
and ateaily nerves, but now have
insufficient physical force to properly
attend to ordinary dullest; you who
afterthe
haves tense of
mghteit exertion; you who are dull,
languid and old In- spirit at an age
when you should Ik- full of physical fire;
you who may feel that your life is not
worth the struggle there Ua scientific
means of redeeming all the precious
powers which sceui to be entirely lost.

Just received a large assortment of
urt (.quares and rugs. Albert Faber,
Grant building.
F. A. Jones, fe. M, C. E.
Consulting Mining Engineer
Field assistant U. 8. Geological Surrey
Albuquerque, N. M.
Correspondence solicited.
See our new spring line of carpets
We can save you money. Albert Fab
er, 306 West Railroad avenue.

Have cured thousand inch
you.
LKja't experiment with your health or
nonry. We will take the risk. Ifaix
boxea (to uot cure yem, your money L
returned. For year we have been
cur lug men ou these atlfactory tci in.

Suits to Order From Woolens Made by
the Rio Grande Woolen Mills.
We are now showing the products of
the new woolen mill of this city, and
taking measures for suits, made ol
pure new mixed wool; nearly a hundred different patterns; we guarantee
fit and style. Slmor. Stern, the Railroad avenue clothier.
Japanese ana cams matting In all
grades at Albert Fabers, 306 Railroad
avenue.

Endorsement Is What
Count with the Albuquerque PuMle.
You cant fool the public ail the time
They will And you out at last
Every time a man la fooled
Another skeptic Is made.
Many the remedy that makes the
skeptic,
Because It falls to keep Its promises.
Doan's Kidney Pills bring renewed
reward.
They cure the skeptic.
Plenty ot proof of this at home;
Albuquerque proof for Albuquerque
people.
Here's a case of It:
C. O. Ixitt, for ten years statlonmas-te- r
in Albuquerque, now retired from
active cares of life, residence 815
North Arno street, says: "I had attacks of backache stretching over a
period of three years. One ot them
occurred shortly before Doan's Kidney
Pills came to my notice and 1 went to
the Alvarado Pharmacy for a box. I
knew tne cause ot my trouble arose
from Imperfect action of the kidneys
because the behavior of the kidney se
cretions and their condition fully
proved It but what to do to check the
trouble was a mystery. Doan's Kid
ney Pills effectively stopped the diffi
culty. If everyone In Albuquerque receives as undoubted benefit as I from
.hat remedy, kidney complaint, back
ache and trouble with the kidney secretions will cease to exist In this

aooooooaoaooaaoaaa
oooaoooaoooaoooooa

with

it

NO HUMBUG HERE.

that claimant had failed to comply Albuquerque
charge was sus-

High Iiass Druggists

M. flOORE
(

KOOMS

7

tl 00 per box,
plain pnrkaKe.

fl for 15 00 malted In
Itoolc free.
Addreaa
Mk.uli.lKB Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
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B. H. I nggs

For sale by
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Every 7oman
thould know
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We can supp'y your wants In ol) MtSUkln4i.Ho
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cloth, and linoleum. The largest stock
!. full
piitiruUni
and rfireeiiontinvala
SOS
to select from at Albert Faber'
il to lad.-NANVItLlui..
m Tinea lid., sm urk.
Railroad aveaae.
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ing" would make no difference to the
Indies.
It Is said that some live, energetic
man or woman could make It win by

to

He Who is Cooi

Expects to starting a lodging and lxardlng house
at Morlarlty junction on the Santa Fe
Ride at Territorial Fair.
Central.
Frank Palmer, Willie and Alfred
returned last evening. They
ENJOYS BRONCO RIDING.
have been spending the past two
weeks on the Pecos fishing and enjoying
life.
Get Into One of Cur FeatherMIbs Blanche Dunbar, a good looking
Mrs. M. A. Blgrlow, who secured the
fclrl of seventeen summers. Is a visitor most votes In
Hi
the St. Joseph's sanitarweight Suits and Laugh
In the Duke city for a few days.
ium bazaar horse raffle held some
Miss Dunbar's occupation Is that of months ago, waa given a check for $10
she liked It, too. "Its better than be- yesterday.
No police court this morning.
ing In a kitchen," she said, "and you
No use trying to enjoy this fine
Invitations are out for the wedding
know outdoor life Is healthy."
of Miss Rosela C. Romero and Mr.
tummer weather In your last
"I came on with George King from Ubaldo I. Sanchez, both of Peralta,
winter's suits It's Impossible.
cowgirl and the Is said to be a cracker. on July 6.
Light, Cool, Pretty, Well- - Wearing
Yesterday was St. John's day
jack in this line of business. She hails
throughout New Mexico, and regardfrom Holbrook, Ariz., where she works less of high waters and rains It was
22tofl-Tfwith the cowboys on a ranch.
.5
8 to 1- 1celebrated In almost every hamlet.
1.35
1.25
lHto
When seen this afternoon she said The heads of many roosters and chick- si Now Here are Summer Suits,
IO I
she had been following the business ens were wrung yesterday.
Coats and Pants
The members of the Central high 3
years
old
ami
ever since she was six
school graduating class entertained
21 to
111 to2-S1- .60
to
Pi to
Arizona the other day with some Misses Wincheck, Tlerney and Gatlin
unline, made of the lightest
f
horses that w.re going to Kansas, and at
hall yesterday afternoon.
materials possible, and selling
when I got here tbey refused to give These young ladies graduated from St.
at prices ridiculously low, which
on Tuesday evenme a pass because I wasn't a boy, so Vincent's academy
and comfort
j have a coolness
ing.
5 to 5f.
OO
8i to ll- -.
2q
Uito
I'm staying here awaiting Mr. King's
which
makes them
them
about
j
Simon and Solomon Blbo, two well
0
return. In the fall I'm going to the known general merchants and Indian j Ideal. We can fit you, too.
territorial fair and will ride If there Is traders, are In the city from Grants,
0
j Crashes-Ser- ges
-H- omespuns
'
sufficient Inducement. I shall be ac Valencia county. The gentlemen are
SI lo
2i to 75
Hi to
companied here by Dick GribBy, of here to consult the wool market, anJ
$6.50 to $10.00
today was noticed around among local
Pinto, Ariz.
"I was born in Denver, and have buyers.
Joslah Zanonie, who conducts a
been an orphan ever Bince I was a year
FOR PICNIC PARTIES
grocery store and saloon on
small
in
old,
lived
Arizona
for
six
and
have
AND CAMPERS
South Second street, celebrated St.
we are particularly well prepared with teen years."
Miss Dunbar wears the cowboy hat John's day last night by giving a sup
many sorts of canned and bottled
and
her hair Is cut short. She looks per to a numler of his friends. Those
up
liteasily
takeng
carried
and
goods,
who partook of the hospitality of Mr.
tle room potted meats and poultry, the picture of health and says: "I
Zanonie had a fine time, and all say
a
up
give
for
of
life
kind
wouldn't
this
conbiscoults, olves, breakfast foods,
he knows how to entertain.
that
In
right
home
the
palace
at
and I'm
densed milk and relishes. Let us know
K. A. Fullinwider, who will install a
too."
saddle,
your
your needs and pack
baskets and
lowIlng alley In the Arniijo building
hampers for you.
on West Railroad avenue, has return
ed from a few days' stay at Raton. His
bowling alley equipment, which was 2
J
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS
for thirty days in the flooded district 2
Successor to J. L. Bell A Co.
of Kansas, has arrived and the new
.Nos. 118 and 120 South Second St
many
Ben Welller Is at home for a few alley will be In operation before
days.
days.
,
Andrew Anson has returned from
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE
Mrs. Kitty Brady, of San Francisco,
Silver City. He has been down there
Has moved to the corner of Fourth and Is In the city.
purpose of bidding on con
j Railroad
avenue, where we are now
0, W. STRONG'S SONS,
A. J. Loomls, deputy internal reve- for the
prepared to furnish home made bread, nue collector of New Mexico, Is In the tracts which will le let for the Im
cakes, pies, etc., of the best quality at
provement of the government mili
UNDERTAKERS
j
reasonable prices. Give us a trial and city.
tary
sanitarium at Fort Bayard. Mr.
night
Central
for
the
fireworks
The
License 68, Colorado State Board
Our usual supply of fresh Fish Is
satisfy yourselves.
is a memler of the firm of An
Anson
I
Lalor union celebration have arrivof Health, .
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE,
due to arrive Friday morning and will
& Holman.
son
Corner of Fourth street and Railroad ed.
variety.
George Young, the Infant son of Mr. consist of a nice
avenue. Phone A 16.
Prompt and Careful Sfirvioe
Don't forget to attend the poetical
your orders early to secure
Place
morn
died
Young,
Mrs.
James
this
social at the Presbyterian church Fri- and
selections.
NOTICE.
Ing at their heme, on South Second the best
CHAPEL AND PARLORS
OFFICE,
evening.
day
SAN JOSE MARKET,
North
Lemp's Standard Beer at the
fustreet,
trouble.
of
The
Infantile
North Second St.
Max G. Fitch, Moss McMillan and
o
Pole Saloon only. Chas. Kepler, proFor Sale.
M. K. McMillan, all from Socorro, are neral services will be held tomorrow
BOTH PHONES.
prietor; near postoffice.
Con
morning
wagons,
from the Immaculate
stock, etc., for
L have some
In the city today.
will
ception
church.
be
made
Burial
you
looking
for a good
are
If
sale.
Large assortment of FIRE WORKS
William White, W. F. Hetzler, B. E.
O. A. Matson & Howe and J. A. Ross, all from the at Santa Barbara cemetery. The Very thing, have a talk with me.
at
made
best
the
MONEY TO LOAN
orders solicited.
Rev. A. M. Mandalari will preside.
F. McSPADDEN.
Meadow Jlty are here today.
On diamonds, watches, etc., or any Co.'s. Outside
The New Mexican says: The follow
Stevens-Hlmogood security; also household goods
will
leave
Mrs.Malel
Who said anything about fireworks?
SE SEDGWICK Creamery butte- ring real estate transfer is reported by
tored with me; strictly confidential.
we have them; all sorts, at the tonight for Long Beach, California,
Well,
record
and
prolate
clerk
Highest cash price paid for household
the
where she will spend the summer.
No Name store.
KET.
foods.'
Mrs. F. L. Myers, who has been er of this county: J. T. Mclaughlin
T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Gold avenue.
S.
W.
L.
of
Strlckler,
G.
Brooks
and
spending several weeks In Wichita, to
There will be some unique features
A BARGAIN.
Albuquerque,
undivided In- at the Beattie auction tomorrow afterYOU PEOPLE WHO EAT.
For sale A good piano; almost Kansas, has returned to her home.
Attention! If your appetite is on a new; a "Sterling"; also some houseThe young ladles class of the Pres- terest in the Old Timer, a placer min noon.
on
Co..
D.
the
Welller
ft
call
strike
Apply at 818 West byterian church will give a poetical ing claim in the New Placers Mining
hold furniture.
CANTALOUPES.
district; consideration $1.
Gold avenue grocers. They can fix
avenue. If you want a good social at the church Friday evening.
first shipment of these
receive
Will
your's up. Everything to eat, always Sliver
of
of
Several
merchants
the
the
I. S. Hoffman, of Mansfield, Ohio,
piano now Is your time to buy; cheap
fresh; call and give us a trial.
city have donated prizes for the events delicious little melons about the first
Chicago.
has
He
yesterday
10
for
any
left
day
between
for cash. Call
of July.
been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. C. S. to take place on the Fourth of July
Frean Cut Flowers,
and 4.
They will le of the Rocky Ford
during the mammoth celebration of
Carter.
IVES, THE FLORIST
variety
and as fine as is grown anyunion
the
fair
at
Central
I.alor
the
Miss Anna Shaleen and Mrs. Harry
FIRE WORKS'.
1
where.
are
numerous
Pineapple, chocolate and Vanilla Ice
grounds.
The
entries
FIRE WORKS! Eshelman, of St. Paul, Minn., are in
SAN JOSE MARKET.
cream and cherry sherbet. Delaney's at O. A. Matson & Co.'s. Leave your the Duke city, the guests of Mrs. John and the prizes will be worth winning.
They will be placed on exhibition in
Bell 'phone 98.
orders.
Welnzlrl.
AUCTION! AUCTION!!
Misses Rosa Harsch and Helen the stores donating them.
FIRE WORKS!
Do you remember how proud you
We have received a large assort Finch will leave this evening for Coy
The household goods of Rev. T. C.
Frozen punch banana, vanilla and
felt In your childhood when you put
of all kinds ote Bprings, where they will rusticate
Bell 'phone 98. Beattie will be sold at auction at 115
Delaney's,
on a new pair of slippers, especially ment of FIRBi WORKS July
creams.
nut
celebra- for a few days.
Fourth of
South Walter street on Friday of this
o
when they were the kind that had and sizes for or see us.
Write
tions.
Tomorrow (Friday) at 2 p. m. Rev. week, June 26, at 2 p. m. Everything
Sheriff Houck, rom Navajo county,
some bows?
O. A. MATSON & CO.
Arizona, was her - last evening. He Seattle's household effects will be sold will be found there necewary to the
It Is just the same today with your
was looking for a horse thief. He went at auction at 115 South Walter street. complete furnishing of a well appoint
same
get
the
will
They
children.
Everything will be found there adapt- ed home dishes, cooking uteriSlls,
up to Santa Fe last night.
amount of pleasure. Isn't money gived to use In kitchen or parlor.
at
Or
entertained
Bachelors
The
T
wash tubs, Acorn steel range, kitchen
well
Invested
ing so much satisfaction
On diamonds, watches or any good chestrion hall last evening by giving
cabinets, refrigerator, fruit cans, two
We have lust received a new ship- security. Great bargains in watches
Wanted.
Mrs
In
honor
of
an
informal
dance
one wood
OxSlippers
and
Heel
ment of Spring
Boy to deliver packages around town hard coal base burners,
of every description.
Mrs. Mabel Stevens-Himoe- .
A. H. YANOW,
fords, and prices are very reasonable,
help around the store. Apply at stove, chairs, kitchen, dining room and
and
Hall & Learnard, the music dealers
parlor, garden tools, wheelbarrow,
at C. May's Popular Priced Shoe Store, inn South Second street, a few doors
Stern's, Railroad avenue.
are giving away a small book which Simon
couch, sideboard, writing desk, flower
south of Railroad avenue.
108 West Railroad avenue.
tells of how Jim Thomson first heard
stand, dummy letter, two wicker lottes,
FRESHFRUIT.
the Cecillan. It is all right.
STRAWBERRIES PEACHES
piano, brass piano chair, parlor tete,
evening for I XKr AN BERRIES
Vaughn
left
W.
last
D.
APRICOTS
curtains, shades, two oak bedroom
lace
moL . sl
!.!..
...
.II
"
a week's outing in the Manzano moun BLACKBERRIES
CHERRIES
you want to know what $tynn men win wear
sets, book shelves, wardrobe, twenty
talus. Mr. Vaughn Is the genial clerk RASPBERRIES
PINEAPPLES
ie Stein Block nobby cloths?
rugs, carpets, lamps of all kinds, hangin the Hyde Exploring store.
ORANGES and
ing, banquet, etc., bedding, blankets,
CURRANTS
c
Hon. Amado Chaves and son, of San
pictures
BANANAS
etc., porch chairs,
ta Fe, are In the city for a few days
FOR SATURDAY
and other articles too numerous to
J. W. Akera and wife, of Santa Fe,
SAN JOSE MARKET.
mention.
are In the city for a few days.
of
notice
in
ICE.
See
another column
Miss Phoebe B. Elwell left this mor
Manufactured from pure distilled
ning on the California limited for Los Dev. Beattie's auctlou tomorrow after
water. Patronize the old reliable, The
Angeles. She will siend a couple of noon at 2 o'clock.
Crystal Ice company. Both 'phones.
months at various coast resorts.
WATERMELONS.
C. A. HAWKS,
The wife and children of Mrs. Hay- First shipment of the season is due
Manager.
good arrived last night from Sioux to arrive on Monday, the 29th. They
o
City, Iowa. Mr. Haygood Is the clerk will be first class.
Boys, we have fireworks. No old
at the Albuquerque Indian school.
SAN JOSE MARKET,
stock; all new goods, nothing old. At
Andraes Trujillo, residing on South
the No Name store.
Notice.
Second street, was presented this morThere will be a ten cent social at
ning with twin boys by his wife. MothThe Whltson Music company has
er and children reported getting along Orchestrion hall, Friday evening, June one price on their pianos, will not ask
r.o-li2G, for the Wnefit of the Woman's
you more than value of piano. When
uicely.
Corps. A cordial Invitation Is ex- a salesman asks you $400 for a piano
A notice In The Citizen yesterday
afternoon stated that Mrs. I. B. Close tended to all, especially the members then takes $300 he confesses a willingand sinter would leave today for Dem of O. K. Warren post, Spanish War ness to get 8100 too much, provided
ing. The item, In the main facts, was Veterans and Albuquerque guards. the customer Is not Informed.
correct, but Instead of "Demlng" It Jennie Klrkland, Kate Rawlins, Jura
PICNICKERS
should have read "Denver." The In- I.ane, Dottle Lane, Iam Warner, Norah
Attention. Why not go to D. Welltelligent linotype operator has an Idea Werner. Helen Hogan, Stasia Hogan, ler & Co. for your nlcknacks when getthat Demlng will soon be a Denver, Alice Rutherford and 8adie Strain, ting ready for an outing? Everything
fresh. The Gold Avenue Grocers.
hence he thought changing "ver" Into committee on entertainment.

Visitor in Duke
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HARDWARE

I

Best Grades..

A

I

Children's Slippers
and Oxfords

Cotton add Rubber
Carden Hose
Hose Nozzles

Lawn flowers
Lawn Rakes

Black Dongola Slippers

-

Black Kid Slippers

A COHPLETE

LINE OF
GARDIN TOOLS.

asnsaSSBSBBBaSMSaSBMSBBBBMSl

V

U-9- 1.40

91.25

& CO.

2.OO

Aca-dem-

??

Kid Slippers

8--

FERD HEIH1

1.35

Black Dongola Oxfords

11-9-

Kvffhauser

BEER

6--

I

n inflow

Stern

F F. TROTTER

The

Bottled Beer
This celebrated beer

Is

brewed from

the choicest barley and hops,

Brewed from

thor-

oughly aged and Is the heighth of perfection In the brewers' art. Drink
Helm's and you will be drinking the
best.

Selected Grain.
Bottled at Brewery.

Fred Whittemore & Co., Agents,

R a II roa d

Albuquerque, N.

M.

Avenue Clothier
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Diseases of the EYE once contracted, are hard
to cure. Your safety lies in prevention.
My correctly fitted glasses furnish it.

Over

o,

KEEP COOL

A Blue Serge Suit
With a Negligee Shirt
With a Puerto Rican Hat
With a Low Oxford Shoe
WE ARE HEADQUARTERS
TOR KEEP COOL GOODS

E. L. WASHBURN

bric-a-bra-

Throughout tho Southweet.
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JEWELERS and DRUGGISTS
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

- -

NEAR POST OFFICE

107 south second

Rosenfield

We also do all kinds of
Watch and Jewelry repairing
at reasonable prices. Work
guaranteed. Ilailroad watches
and French clock repairing a
specialty. Eye Glasses fitted
scientifically by a graduated
optician.

Money Loaned on all kinds
of Personal Property.
Bltr Bargains In unredeemed
pledges.
Business strictly confidential
Leading pawnbroker in the
city.

st.

107 south second

J. C.

st.

Rosenffeld

BAL.DRIDGE

Native and Chicago Lumber.

PAINT CoversBUILDING PAPER Always In Stocc
Morel Looks Best! Wears Longest! Sash, Doors, Blinds, Plaster, Lints,
Cement, Glass, Paint, etc.
Most Economical I Full Measure I
First Street and Lead Avenue. Albuquerque.

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

Have You Seen That Case of

Fine Mechanical Tools
in Our Window

We Also Carry a Larg Stock oi
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Guilders' Hardware

Company
Albuquerque Hardware
AVENUE.
120

WT

'COLD

